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Short Jay Critch performance impedes ‘Spring Fling’

The United
States should
adopt policies similar to
the European
Union's, which
will allow the
nation to hold
companies to a
higher standard of accountability
when it comes to collection of
personal data and ensure that
user information is safer.

BUSINESS 10
T-Mobile and Sprint merger
threatens industry (p. 10)
With a set
merger happening between T-Mobile
and Sprint,
many fear the
rise of a potential monopoly.
The merger can
only happen
if it is approved by the U.S. government and will not break any
regulations.

ARTS & STYLE 13
Writer-in-residence oﬀers
ﬁction tips (p.13)
Nafissa Thompson-Spires,
author of Heads
of the Colored
People: Stories
and Harman
writer-inresidence at
Baruch College,
led a workshop in writing fiction
for students.

SCIENCE & TECH 18
Friends have similar brain
wave patterns (p. 18)
Friends tend
to have similar
brain waves,
a new study
published in
Nature Communications
revealed. Scientists found that
blood in their subjects' brains
flowed in a similar way as it did
in their friends' brains, indicating
the same neural pathways.

SPORTS 20
Yanks’ bats light up in
hot streak (p. 21)
Following a
surprisingly
slow start to the
2018 season,
the Yankees,
led by Giancarlo Stanton, Aaron Judge, Gary
Sánchez and
Didi Gregorius, have rallied back
into AL East contention. Gregorius’ player of the month winning
performance is the force behind
the Bombers’ turnaround.
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AMAURY ISLAM | WBMB

Rappers EarthGang and Jay Critch performed on May 3 for Baruch's annual "Spring Fling," with the concert being coordinated by WBMB and sponsored by The Ticker. EarthGang opened the show, giving a bombastic performance. Jay Critch was late, disappointing fans with only a 15-18 minute set. See more photos from the show on page 2.
OPINIONS

Letter to the
Editor: CIA is
a threat, not
an ‘honor’
BY THE CUNY INTERNATIONALISTS CLUBS

I

n his recent opinion piece
(The Ticker, April 16), Davon
Singh echoes the Central Intelligence Agency’s marketing as
he claims that the CIA choosing
Baruch College “to take part in
its Signature School Program ...
[is] a prestigious honor.” When
announcing the deal, the Agency’s former director, immigrantbasher Mike Pompeo, cynically
claimed the partnership would
further “diversity.” Now Singh
cites Baruch’s “ethnically diverse” composition to claim that
“Baruch students must accept
CIA’s presence.” No, students,
faculty and staff at Baruch and
CUNY should oppose, protest
and stop this incursion. Its goal
is to further the sinister work of
the spy agency, which seeks to
weaponize campuses to serve
imperialism, not “diversity.” It is
a threat to our sisters and brothers around the world. It is a danger to us all at CUNY, and to our
largely immigrant families, part
of New York City’s multiracial
working class.
Some of these dangers were
discussed at the April 24 teachin organized by the Baruch
chapter of the Professional Staff
Congress-CUNY. A faculty member described how the BaruchCIA affiliation “puts populations
I work with at risk,” “puts me at
risk,” and “may make it impossible for me to get a research
visa again.”

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Students stage original Faust adaptation at Baruch
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
MANAGING EDITOR
When students need to take an extra class in order to meet the minimum number of credits for the semester,
they may opt to take an easy class or one that interests them. Eli Daar, a Baruch College junior, decided to produce a musical.
The plan to create a workshop series for the first act of Faust was not a grand scheme in any way, shape or
form. While Anton Kurdakov, a senior, often considered writing a musical, it was Daar’s need to take a sixth class
during the spring 2018 semester and her choice of creating the musical as an independent study that finally
pushed Kurdakov to begin working on the music and lyrics.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 13

The Tribeca Film Festival: the good, the bad and the ugly

PHOTO COURTESY OF TTF

The Tribeca Film Festival returned to lower Manhattan for another year from April 18-29, bringing with it a diverse set of ﬁlms
for audiences to view. Read Arts & Styles Editor Benjamin Wallin's reviews as he takes on festival ﬁlms both good and bad.
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ALPFA hosts a banquet
BY SHERON VIRANI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Baruch College chapter of
the Association of Latino Professionals for America held its 11th
“Annual Business Banquet" as its
final event of the year. A former
president shared her journey,
new e-board members were announced and JPMorgan Chase
was awarded the Outstanding Corporate Partner of the Year.
ALPFA Baruch, one of the oldest and well-established organizations of the school, hosted 25
events this past year and celebrated one of its most successful years.
It brought Amazon on campus for
the very first time, hosted an internal audit session with the team
of the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association and
diversified their community at a
“Brand Yourself” marketing and
networking event.
The banquet celebrated the
club’s recent success with guest
speaker Janet Rodriguez, who
shared her journey from president
of ALPFA Baruch in 2008 to a talent
acquisition manager for PricewaterhouseCoopers.
In her speech, she encouraged everyone to bring their most
authentic selves to the table, take
more risks, be adaptable and most
importantly, enjoy each moment.
The advice was much needed as
finals approach and internship
season is just beginning to bloom.
When asked about the biggest
change she has witnessed at ALPFA Baruch since serving as president, Rodriguez mentioned an
increase in student engagement,
membership and diversity within
the organization.
Rodriguez’s energy served as
one of the banquet’s highlights.
Trying to inspire audience members, she said, “Be thankful for

what you have; you will end up
finding more. If you focus on the
things you don’t have, you will
never have enough.”
After the Baruch alumna
shared her insightful experience
and wisdom, the new e-board
members announced their objectives for the upcoming year and
seemed ecstatic to fulfill their new
responsibilities.
Eric Jiang, a junior who will remain in his position as the club’s
director of membership, revealed
that ALPFA Baruch’s first website
is now in development and the
team is working on a more stable
membership system.
Kristopher Collado, who served
as director of marketing this past
year and will now be the co-vice
president, wants to increase social
engagement not only with Latino
students at Baruch, but also students of all backgrounds.
Collado, who is pursuing a major in a statistics and quantitative
modeling, also plans to host networking events that target majors
beyond finance and accounting.
Benjamin Hartford, who will
continue his position on the eboard, said the most valuable
lesson he learned from his role
as the director of professional development was the importance of
giving back.
“As I progress professionally, I
want to ensure my fellow students
do as well and I am not hesitant to
help them when needed,” he said.
The new president of ALPFA
Baruch, Dewin Vasquez, greeted
the audience virtually from Madrid, Spain, where he is currently
studying abroad.
Vasquez, a finance major and a
rising senior, spoke about the impact ALPFA Baruch has had on his
college experience and how it even
helped him secure an internship at
Bank of America Merrill Lynch.

USG votes in another new senator
as spring semester comes to a close
BY SHEIK FLORADEWAN
COPY EDITOR
Baruch College’s Undergraduate Student Government recently
elected Representative Sen. Liam
Giordano to fill the seat vacated by
former Vice President of Academic
Affairs Suleman Aleem.
With just two weeks remaining of the 2018 spring semester,
Giordano was elected to the table
through in-house elections during the weekly senate meeting on
Tuesday, May 2.
While there were five other candidates who had applied for the
position via a Google Form posted
on USG’s Facebook page, Giordano was the only one present at
the meeting.
“I was expecting competition,"
Giordano said in an interview.
"In fact, I encourage competition.
There were a few people who were
supposed to show up and they
were strong candidates who have
ran before. It is unfortunate that I
was the only one who showed up,
but ultimately I think that I was
best fit for the role, so I’m pretty
happy with the results.”
He explained that what motivated him to take on the position,
despite it being so late into the semester, was the fact that he always
wanted to represent students but
was waiting for the right time.
In addition to becoming a representative senator, Giordano
also serves as the co-chair on the
Constitutional Review Committee. He expressed that the biggest
highlight of being part of the Constitutional Review Committee was
going around to hundreds of students, speaking to them in the hallways, in classrooms and at forums
— informing them about issues.

VICTORIA MERLINO | THE TICKER

Liam Giordano was elected by USG to ﬁll a seat vacated by Suleman Aleem.
Early on in the semester, he was
focusing on passing the amendment that would ensure accountability for representative senators
and USG e-board members to potential impeachment after missing
four USG senate meetings.
“The time that [the position]
had presented itself was perfect,”
said Giordano, “as the amendment

wrapped up I was free and I
was really available to take on
more projects.”
Giordano ran with Project Now
for the position of University Student Senate Representative and
plans to further educational programs across all CUNY campuses
and encourages students to take
full advantage of their resources.

EarthGang wows at ‘Spring Fling’ while Jay Critch barely shows

JULIAN TINEO | THE TICKER
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Performances by EarthGang and Jay Critch at Baruch's annual "Spring Fling" were highly anticipated by students. To the dismay of the crowd, Jay Critch came late and stayed for only 15-18 minutes, according to WBMB.
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Baruch United Sikh Association aids
fellow student with $48,000 GoFundMe
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
MARKETING DIRECTOR
Baruch College's United Sikh
Association members look out for
their own.
That was never more apparent
than it was last week, when the
club stepped up to the plate in the
wake of a deadly Queens Village
fire that swept through the family home of one of its members,
Karandeep Kainth, on April 28.
In less than 72 hours, Baruch's
United Sikh Association rolled
out a GoFundMe in support of
the Kainth family; club members
were quick to spread the word
via social media and word of
mouth. As of press time, the fundraiser had amassed over $48,000
in donations from Sikhs and
non-Sikhs alike.
"Baruch’s USA [United Sikh Association] is like one large family,
and would never allow one to feel
helpless or alone. We genuinely
want to be there for Karan and his
family, hence why we marketed
the GoFundMe immensely, in
hopes of lifting the financial burden off the Kainth family," said
Gurleena Singh, co-vice president
of the Baruch United Sikh Association marketing team, in a statement to The Ticker. "Whatever
happened still feels unreal, but all
I know is that the way we unified
for this incident is something we
will remember forever."
"Karan is a genuine and selfless person and would always be
the first person to volunteer or
help with anything. He is the type
of person that even if he is starving and has a little food left, he
would still offer it to a stranger. He
is an amazing individual and so is
his family, and I believe they need
the love, care, and support that

"Baruch’s USA [United Sikh Association] is like
one large family, and would never allow one to feel
helpless or alone. We genuinely want to be there for
Karan and his family, hence why we marketed the
GoFundMe immensely, in hopes of lifting the financial
burden off the Kainth family,"
—Gurleena Singh
they are receiving," she added,
noting that she first met Kainth at
a Baruch United Sikh Association
soup kitchen event, where the two
helped feed the homeless.
Singh also said that she set up
a bake sale this week that will benefit Kainth and his family, along
with a prayer meeting scheduled
for this weekend.
A wide array of Baruch organizations, including Hindu Student Association, Bangladesh
Student Association, Women
in Islam, Muslim Student Association, South Asian Student
Association and Undergraduate
Student Government, were responsible for the contributions
to the GoFundMe pages, as well
as its wide reach. Singh and other
club members also reached out to
prominent Punjabi singers with
large fan followings to help spread
the word.
According to Baruch United Sikh Association Treasurer
Pavneet Singh, however, the fundraiser was able to reach even
more people thanks to Kainth's
far-reaching amiability.
"The GoFundMe was successful because we were able to obtain
extensive reach on social media.

Alongside USA, members of various Sikh Associations at other
schools (i.e. Queens College,
Hunter College, Adelphi University) reached out and contributed
because Karan was friends with
many people across campuses,"
Pavneet stated in an interview
online.
Pavneet also noted that Kainth
is well known within Baruch United Sikh Association for his personable manner and contributions
to the club, where he has been
a member for around one year.
Although he had not yet spoken
to him as of press time, Pavneet
told The Ticker that Kainth is recovering at Cornell Medical Center, where he has been visited by
Baruch United Sikh Association
President Rajbir Singh and is
"very responsive and still has his
sense of humor."
A source who was on the scene
after the fire told The Ticker that
the site was "very frantic," with
more than 140 firefighters closing
off multiple blocks in order to battle the 3-alarm blaze. According
to the GoFundMe page, 11 people were in the house at the start
of the fire, and its cause is still
unknown.
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Opinions
FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Letter to the Editor: CIA should
not invade Baruch campus life
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The main speaker, professor David Price of Saint Martin’s University, documented CIA efforts to infiltrate universities, and the threat
this poses to basic rights as campus programs are put in the service of
repression abroad and at home. Others spoke of how family, associates
and teachers of unwary students drawn by pitches about “good government jobs” can find themselves being investigated by the world’s most
infamous spy agency. CUNY Internationalists brought posters showing
some of the CIA’s massive crimes in Chile, Congo, Guatemala, Indonesia, Nicaragua and Vietnam.
Singh’s opinion piece was directed against our leaflet titled “Imperialist ‘Murder & Torture Inc.’ Targets Baruch: A Threat to Us All – CIA Out
of CUNY Now!” (March 2018). We distributed it to alert CUNY students,
faculty and workers of the danger the CIA poses, and to call for massive
protest and exposure to defend all of CUNY against the spy agency.
Admitting that the CIA orchestrated military “coups” and other
crimes in one country after another, Singh adds that they carried out
“drugging of MKUltra subjects,” trafficked “heroin and opium all over
Southeast Asia” and use “enhanced interrogation techniques,” or torture. This is all “just business,” he says. It must be accepted as part of
“how the world works” and “the price to pay for protection.”
Who does the CIA protect? And who pays the price? In 1952, Guatemalan president Jacobo Árbenz signed a land-reform bill making it
easier for the rural poor to get small plots of land to help feed themselves and their families. The United Fruit Company (now Chiquita),
Guatemala’s largest landlord, said no. In 1954, the CIA, headed by major United Fruit shareholder Allen Dulles, helped engineer Árbenz’s
overthrow. Their property was protected and poor Guatemalan farmers
paid the price: decades of military dictatorship, which slaughtered over
200,000 Maya indigenous peasants.
Singh claims the “full context” shows the CIA’s work is “incredibly
vital.” For whom? Channeling Cold War red-menace propaganda, he
writes: “if the United States did not involve itself in other countries affairs [sic], the Soviet Union would have instead.”
All in the past? Hardly. “Gina Haspel, Trump’s Choice for C.I.A.”
chief, “Played Role in Torture Program,” states a New York Times headline (March 13). Yet incredibly, Singh equates opposing the CIA as “an
organization” to espousing bigotry against Muslims and Latinos. We all
know that bigotry and attacks against Muslims, Latinos and so many
others are spewed from and put into practice by the highest levels of
the U.S. government. As our leaflet noted, Muslim-bashing is how former CIA chief, Mike Pompeo, now Trump’s Secretary of State, made his
name.
Our leaflet quoted the CIA’s memorandum of understanding with
Baruch, including references to “simulations,” and asked if prospective
recruits would be spying on their classmates. Singh finds it all “highly
unlikely.” As our leaflet noted, “this recalls the ‘Homeland Security’
course the CUNY tops tried to establish at Borough of Manhattan Community College in 2004, which was slated to include ‘interrogation
techniques’ and ‘technology for surveillance.’"
Embedding the CIA at Baruch continues the drive for militarizing
universities that escalated with CUNY’s 2013 hiring of ex-CIA chief David Petraeus. While the CIA seeks to use CUNY students against working-class and oppressed people around the world, some argue that Baruch students should at least feel safe from spying.
Students at Baruch and throughout CUNY should indignantly reject
the idea that making them cogs in imperialism’s war machine is acceptable if it is done in the name of “diversity.” As the CUNY Internationalist
Clubs and Revolutionary Internationalist Youth leaflet proclaims: All
cops, spy agencies and military recruiters, from the CIA, NSA and FBI
to the NYPD, I.C.E. and ROTC: out of CUNY!
Editor's Note: This article was edited for brevity so it would fit within the
print version of The Ticker. The full version can be accessed online.

DAPHNELLY DELACRUZ | THE TICKER

The US needs to adopt new data
protection policies similar to the EU

O

n May 25, the data protection laws in Europe will
undergo their most significant changes in the past 20 years.
In recent years, companies both
foreign and domestic have been
adjusting their business practices
to be in compliance with the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation. The GDPR will replace the European Commission’s
Data Protection Directive passed
in 1995, officially called Directive
95/46/EC.
The new regulation will hold
companies accountable when it
comes to their collection and use
of European citizens’ personal
data. It will prescribe a standardized law for data protection across
all EU member states, differing
from the Data Protection Directive,
which required member states to
transpose the requirements of the
Directive into national law, resulting in similar but different data
protection standards and levels of
enforcement across the EU.
In the United States, there is no
single comprehensive data protection law. They have sectoral data
protection laws that regulate certain types of data and certain uses
of data.
For example, the United States
has the Fair Credit Reporting Act
that regulates information related
to credit, insurance and employment; the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act,

which regulates the use of protected health information; the
Health Information Technology
for Economic and Clinical Health
Act, which regulates the electronic
transmission of health information; the Controlling the Assault
of Non-Solicited Pornography and
Marketing Act, which regulates the
use of email addresses for email
marketing and the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule, which
regulates the use of children’s information and others.
Additionally, the Federal Trade
Commission regulates privacy and
data collection through Section 5 of
the FTC Act, which “prohibits unfair or deceptive acts or practices in
or affecting commerce.”
A key distinction between the
EU and U.S. legislation is the type of
data that is protected as “personal”
under each data protection regime.
Personal information is anything
that can be used to identify the user
directly such as a phone number
or social security or indirectly, via
cookie ID or device ID.
In the EU, personal data is protected just because it is personal
data regardless of the use. The
GDPR requires that an entity must
first have a lawful basis, or reason,
to collect personal data before doing so.
In the context of data collection
online, that lawful basis is often
consent, meaning that an EU consumer must opt-in to having their

personal data collected online.
Section 5 of the FTC Act requires
that an entity provide consumers
with notice about the type of data
they are collecting and what they
are using it for, with an opportunity
to opt-out. There is no requirement,
however, that a consumer opt-in,
unless the collection falls under a
specific sectoral law or the data being collected is deemed sensitive
data.
This begs the question as to
what a U.S. citizen should expect
of privacy when compared with an
EU citizen come May 25. On one
hand, action is required to release
personal data in the EU.
On the other, in the United
States action is required to keep
that data private. This fundamental difference in the way data is
collected suggests that Americans
have a higher tolerance when it
comes to volunteering personal
data in order to use the tools and
platforms on the internet that are
available to them.
With Mark Zuckerberg’s recent
appearance in front of the Senate
Commerce and Judiciary committees, and the questioning that
followed, it is all too apparent that
the rules are not nearly as cut and
dry as one would think. Maybe it is
time that the United States adopt
some policy directives from the EU.
-Davide Frignani
Corporate Communications ‘18
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A

ccording to the Internal Revenue Service file, a conservative Christian group called
Focus on the Family declared itself
a church, although it does not have
a congregation. It does not host
weddings or funerals, and it does
not hold services. Questions have
begun to arise about what Focus on
the Family actually does.
It has a nearly $90 million annual budget and uses the money to
lobby against state legislators who
support bills that prevent discrimination against the LGBTQ community as well as other minorities.
It propagates radio and other programming to approximately 38 million listeners and is often politically
motivated. These actions by Focus
on the Family are unethical, since
it is clearly not a church and violate the freedoms that people in the
United States hold sacred.
Europe has seen a bloodbath
for centuries in an attempt to
separate church and state. In the
United States, Thomas Jefferson

mentioned the “wall of separation
between the church and the state”
in a letter to the Danbury Baptists
in 1802. Recently, former President
Barack Obama supported legalization to allow for same sex marriage
in 2015.
The United States has come this
far and has experienced both ends
of the spectrum. The First Amendment serves to protect freedom
of religion, especially religious
minorities from overreach by the
state. Religious groups are allowed
to share their views on many topics,
but influencing the public through
political campaigns is ethically
wrong. Religious groups should not
campaign against the LGBTQ community and gay activism in public
schools.
Churches can raise tax-deductible contributions more easily and
with fewer restrictions than nonprofit organizations. There are
property tax exemptions for clergy
members. Churches do not have
to reveal from whom or where they

get their funds. Therefore, Focus
on the Family declared itself as a
church for tax-related purposes.
Its employee guidelines prohibit
“homosexual acts” according to its
“moral behavior standards.” Religious groups in the United States
are exempt from tax and reporting
burdens, but, political groups are
not under the current law.
Focus on the Family is using
its power as a church to influence
political decisions. The real issue
is about money and transparency.
Focus on the Family needs to decide whether it is a religious group
or a political group. There should
be a clear ethical line that Focus
on the Family should not cross.
Campaigning against gay activism in public schools and LGBTQ
rights should not be accepted. It is
absolutely unethical and the group
should stop.
-May Khin
Journalism and
Creative Writing ‘19
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Women with elevated testosterone
face limitations in Olympic events

A

fter much controversy and
a research process that took
two years to carry out, the
International Association of Athletics Federations, which governs
the sport of track and field worldwide, has decided to enact regulations that target female athletes
who have hyperandrogenism, a
medical condition that produces
high levels of testosterone.
The rules — seemingly an extension of the ones that the Court
of Arbitration for Sport in Switzerland suspended for two years in
2015 — require women to lower
their elevated testosterone levels
months before a competition and
keep them lowered, or risk not being allowed to compete internationally. The new regulations will
start to go into effect around November 2018.
At first glance, the new rules
may appear to enforce fair competition between women who compete in races that are 400 meters
to a mile long. However, the way
that the IAAF decided to address
this issue could be deemed more
offensive and difficult for the elite
group of athletes who dominate
the international stage of track.
If the women affected by the
regulations cannot or will not lower their testosterone, they could
potentially face hormone therapy,
be forced to compete in the men’s
version of the sport, compete on
only the national level or leave the
sport entirely. All of this is done in
order to make sure that the women
do not have a competitive edge
over their opponents, an edge that
peaks at less than 5 percent.
While races are often decided
by fractions of a second and any
small performance boost could be
an advantage, the regulations still

seem to target female athletes who
are successful in their sport but
do not conform to certain societal
standards of “femininity.”
The example cited most frequently in this case, according to
The New York Times, is Caster Semenya — a South African athlete
who won gold in both the 2012
and 2016 Summer Olympics for
the 800-meter race, who also has
elevated levels of testosterone and
who has been ridiculed by many
reporters and track race fans for
being androgynous. Semenya has
been subjected to bans from certain races and pre-race tests to
confirm that she is, in fact, a woman running in the correct race.
It is worth mentioning that even
women with hyperandrogenism
often do not come close to having the testosterone level of their
male counterparts. The IAAF regulations affect women who have
five nanomoles per liter or above.
However, the normal range of testosterone for men only starts at 7.7
nanomoles, the Times reported.
And while Semenya is a remarkable runner, her time is still nearly
15 seconds slower than the time
set by the record holder of the exact same race for men. Pitting her
against men would be monumentally unfair to her future success.
Meanwhile, hormone therapy
could cause numerous side effects
such as mood swings and a risk of
heart disease, breast cancer and
stroke, as noted by Mayo Clinic.
If other competitive advantages
such as certain athletes having access to better training facilities,
nutrition or conditions that mimic
the actual games are not being regulated by the IAAF, then maybe the
newest rules that the organization
chose to enact should be revised or

Trump needs skilled staff

W

hen President Donald
Trump selected Dr. Ronny Jackson to run the U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs,
it was simultaneously surprising
and completely predictable.
Jackson’s inexperience at running an agency even close to the
size of the department did not
disqualify him, it actually made
him even more of a perfect fit in
Trump’s White House. Trump
himself had no governing experience before the election.
Therefore, Jackson’s inexperience mattered little to Trump. The
longtime White House physician
had the only quality that the president truly values in an employee:
loyalty. The doctor’s glowing public review of Trump’s health had
won him favor with the president
and allowed the two to establish a
personal rapport.
When the embattled David
Shulkin was fired via tweet, Jackson was the president’s first choice
to take over the job.
Before Jackson could be confirmed, however, he needed to
pass the Senate confirmation. After all, Betsy DeVos was confirmed
and she was a certifiable disaster
from the beginning.
With just a little bit of digging,
bipartisan senators on the House
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
found some disturbing allegations concerning Jackson. These
allegations included drinking on
duty, drunkenly banging on a female employee’s door during an
overseas trip, allegedly being nicknamed “Candy Man” for giving out
drugs like candy, crashing a government vehicle while intoxicated
and more. Needless to say, this is
not exactly appropriate behavior.
Then again, neither is bragging
about sexual assault on an Access
Hollywood bus and that did not
seem to disqualify his boss.

Jackson’s confirmation hearing
was nonetheless postponed in the
wake of these reports and eventually, he rescinded his name from
contention. The question remains
whether Trump’s people took the
time to vet him. If they did, surely
they would have come upon this
information. Perhaps they knew
about Jackson’s unsettling past
and chose to look the other way.
The president has stuck by his
pick thus far, tweeting out his support of the doctor and saying that
the senator who uncovered these
allegations should resign. Regardless of Trump’s inability to believe
allegations of wrongdoing, the
question still remains who will be
the president’s pick to head up the
VA. Perhaps “Pickle”, the famous
nine-year-old boy who wants to
be friends with Trump, or Frank
Giaccio, the 11-year-old boy who
mowed Trump’s lawn, may be
next in line for the promotion.
They both have shown their loyalty
to Trump and neither will get in
trouble for drinking on the job.
The worst part of this Jackson
scandal is not the horrendous
workplace behavior but the fact
that a man like this was ever nominated in the first place. Trump said
at the Republican National Convention in 2016, “We will take care
of our great veterans like they have
never been taken care of before.”
Nominating someone with no experience and a clear disqualifying
workplace history is a slap in the
face to all those who have served
our country.
The veterans deserve better than Jackson. Even more so,
they certainly deserve much better than anyone who would think
Jackson deserves to head their
agency.
-Evan Lewis
Journalism ‘19

suspended yet again.
It is understandable why this
issue is controversial and also frustrating to both the athletes competing in women's track and the
governing body that presides over
it. As citizens all over the world
strive for equality between every
person regardless of their natural sex or chosen gender, athletics
is still one area that continues to
struggle in bridging the gender gap
while also making every competition as fair as it can be for every
competitor involved.
Unfortunately, sporting events
are segregated due to differences
in natural biology, as men and
women tend to have wide disparities in overall muscle mass, weight
and strength, among other things.
The issue becomes slightly
more convoluted when a certain
woman has biological characteristics that give her an upper hand
over her fellow female competitors, but not enough to make her
a serious competition for the men.
However, no matter what kind
of edge, biological or not, that
female athletes have over their
competition, they should be able
to compete in the category of race
that they identify with and feel
most comfortable in. Taking extra
steps in order to prevent this is too
tedious and potentially unethical. In a global competition such
as the Olympics, the most elite
sportspeople all over the world
come together, each unique and
admirable in their own way.
No one should be punished for
how they were born and raised, as
long as every athlete plays for the
love of the sport.
-Diana Shishkina
Political Science ‘20

Are ‘real' books useful?

W

alking through the aisles
of the library, shelf by
shelf, looking for a book
to find a precise line to cite in a research paper can be an exhausting
and a time-consuming process.
Finding the book alone is hectic
enough. As students, the struggle
of finding credible sources for a
research paper is one that is relatable to many and what is worse is
having to sift through the pages to
look for in-text citations.
Fortunately, Google LLC’s recent development in artificial intelligence creates a more natural
and semantic personal assistant,
where one can simply type any
statement or question, and the AI
will scan every sentence in 100,000
volumes from Google Books — the
results will pop up, showing the
user books relative to the query.
For example, if one is writing
a paper about autism, they would
only have to type in, “Does autism
affect development?” The results
will show several related books
with their associated passages.
One reads, “The studies of 5-HT
synthesis in autism have been
conflicting. Several studies have
not found any difference between
individuals with and those without autism.” That entry is from Autism Spectrum Disorders: Identification, Education, and Treatment
by Dianne Zager.
Even comically typing something as absurd as why feet stink
into Talk to Books will produce the
result, “...to the odor we leave behind when we walk. The front part
of our feet also has a thinner sole
and wears quicker than the heel,
so odorous substances emerge
easily from the pores, the humidity from the sweat produced at the
front of the foot helping to quickly
spread the odors. The front part of
the foot sweats a lot.”
According to Google’s head

of engineering, Ray Kurzweil, he
said that natural speech and AIs
are now closer than ever to understanding what we think.
“Developed with machine
learning, it uses ‘natural language
understanding’ of words and
phrases.” Having Talk to Books
can theoretically replace asking a
librarian for help since it has the
human-like capabilities of learning and building upon that foundation of knowledge.
Besides research, people are
curious by nature. They want to
know more and improve themselves. Often, people ask those
who have had success about what
books they have read. It is logical
to build upon that and utilize Talk
to Books as a supplemental tool to
discovering books to read for selfimprovement.
As of now, two weeks into the
program’s launch date, Talk to
Books has received mostly positive reviews from a few media
companies such as The Verge and
Lifehacker. There are still improvements to be made as the technology becomes more refined and
introduced into the educational
system.
In a recent survey, many college students have not heard of the
newest update from Google. When
showed how it can be used, a majority agree that it can be influential in the future, and that it still
has much room to grow. Similar
to how everyone is using Google
search to look up facts, Talk to
Books has the space to grow into
the more reliable way of searching for information as opposed to
reading from online articles. Only
time will tell as AIs truly become
a thing of the present rather than
the future.
-Kenley Liu
Finance ‘19

Professional wrestling is not enough;
Saudi women must demand equality
Women in Saudi Arabia are able to attend professional wrestling matches for first time in history.

W

orld Wrestling Entertainment Inc.’s “Greatest
Royal Rumble” event was
held at the King Abdullah Sports
City Stadium in Saudi Arabia on
April 27.
For the first time in history,
Saudi women are no longer prohibited from attending live American professional wrestling events
that were previously considered
to be too “indecent” for women to
enjoy.
This event marks one of several
cultural milestones that Saudi authorities have put forth in an effort to produce long awaited social
change, in a society moored to its
ancient religious traditions.
Some other notable changes
for Saudi women include being allowed to attend live soccer matches or the ability to drive automobiles as of June this year. It appears
that 2018 will be a watershed year
in the history of Saudi Arabia with
regard to the treatment of women.
Receiving the right to witness
muscular men beat each other to
a sweaty pulp is fine and dandy;
however, there should not be
much celebration of the country’s
actions.
Women should have been able
to attend these sporting events
long ago, especially due to the fact
that women in the West are already
allowed to do so.
This begs the question as to
why the current regime is suddenly so receptive to progressive
change. The 32-year-old Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman, current heir to the throne,
has publicly expressed his desire to
“modernize the kingdom.”
One would think that bin
Salman's positive sentiment to-

ward reform is noble in its intention. On the contrary, Saudi
authorities issued a statement
indicating that the crown prince’s
efforts should serve as a reflection
of his attempt to make Saudi Arabia “less oil-dependent by building
other industries, including an entertainment center that until now
didn’t exist.”
The public statement contains
no apology or sympathy toward
the Saudi women who have been
subjugated to gender inequality for decades. Instead, economic
gain is the sole motivation behind
the slew of cultural changes being
made by the Saudi government
this year. Righteous reform is being enacted for the wrong reasons.
As of right now, Saudi women
are still restricted from wearing
clothing of their choosing or makup that might “show off their beauty,” using public swimming pools,
trying on clothing at shopping
malls, making decisions without
male permission and interacting
with men from outside the family.
Religious police patrol enforces the laws listed above on Saudi
streets.
If a woman were to potentially
break any of these laws, she would
be tried in Saudi court where her
word is legally defined as having half the worth of a man’s. She
would then be subjected to a capital punishment system which consists of public floggings, lashings,
stonings and the death penalty
depending on the degree of the offense.
Saudi Arabia is currently governed by Islamic Law, formally
known as Sharia law, with the
Quran serving as the constitution
from which these laws are taken.

A theocracy by definition, Saudi
Arabia’s intolerance is no longer
a question of religious expression
but a question of law, which would
mean it should be subject to as
much criticism as any other legal
system.
Saudi Arabia’s abhorrent policies are a byproduct of a regressive
culture that values modesty more
than it does the rights of individuals.
The lack of separation between
church and state is at the root of
the severe lack of social change,
not just in Saudi Arabia but among
the entirety of the Middle East.
Secularism is the antidote necessary to extinguish the widespread
oppression that women are still
facing in the Muslim world.
Article 8 of Saudi Arabia’s Basic Law of Governance states that,
“Governance in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia is based on justice,
shura (consultation) and equality
according to Islamic Sharia.”
Language
this
laughably
ironic has not been uttered since
1776, when Thomas Jefferson
proclaimed “all men are created
equal” in the Declaration of Independence, despite having slaves in
his possession at the very moment
he wrote those words.
The people of Saudi Arabia and
more importantly the women of
Saudi Arabia must now realize that
being able to watch professional
wrestling simply is not enough.
They must spark their own revolution and dismantle the tyrannical
theocratic government that continues to keep the free will of the
people in shackles.
-Gavin Kowlessar
Marketing ‘21
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El Salvador regresses after voting
against progressive abortion laws

A

bortion is a topic that is
highly controversial due to
the way it creates clashes
between conservative religious
views and modern liberal views.
Abortion is globally considered
a debatable topic everywhere. El
Salvador is no exception.
El Salvador has had a total ban
on abortion for decades — with no
exceptions for incest or rape. However, with the feminist movement
and liberalist ideology on the rise,
there has been an initiative in El
Salvador to allow exceptions to the
old, absolute ban on abortion.
This major step forward was
halted, however, when El Salvador’s legislature voted against the
propositions to allow exceptions
on the complete ban. If the government had voted in support of
softening the rigid abortion ban,
it would have allowed doctors to
perform abortions on women under certain restrictions.
Although this is not a complete
removal of the strict abortion ban,
it would have essentially been a
major milestone in Salvadoran history for both women’s rights and
liberalism. A controversial topic
like this takes time and the fact
that El Salvador was considering
placing certain limitations on the
total abortion ban was extremely
progressive. Unfortunately, the law
was unable to be implemented,
and that is all because of the conservative and traditional thinking
that is still present in the country.
It is important to note that a
major reason for El Salvador’s rigid
opposition on abortion lies in the
major influence religion has on the
country.
The Roman Catholic Church
and evangelical movement have
played a major role in Salvadoran

history, which have resulted in a
strict conservative ideology. This
has undoubtedly influenced lawmaking and the overall structure
of society.
Therefore, a major part of why
this attempt to soften the ban has
failed is due to the religious and
conservative views that many Salvadorans possess.
In addition to that, the most
powerful and impactful individuals happen to have a conservative
and traditional ideology, which
makes it even more difficult to
bring in laws that allow women to
receive abortions.
Regardless of conservative and
religious beliefs in the country, it
is vital to realize that laws allowing abortions are imperative and
should be enforced sooner rather
than later. This issue here is not
about “disobeying” God or even
about giving rights to women. This
is more than a religious or feminist
debate. Women in El Salvador are
prone to being pregnant at a young
age due to rape and are forced to
bear children due to the lack of
medical accessibility.
Salvadoran women also suffer many illnesses, some so severe
that they result in death due to
complications from pregnancy.
Therefore, this becomes not an issue of religion or women’s rights,
but a human rights issue. Women
in El Salvador should neither have
to bear children who resulted from
a tragic event in their life nor face
death or permanent medical injuries.
Salvadoran women should be
able to undergo abortions because
death and unwanted pregnancies
from rape are easily avoidable. In
addition to unwanted and complicated pregnancies, women who

#MeToo finally got Cosby

L

ast summer, Bill Cosby escaped justice with his first
trial ending in a hung jury.
This time, however, after two days
of deliberation, a new jury found
Cosby guilty of drugging and sexually assaulting a woman in his
home.
The woman, Andrea Constand,
was joined by other women who
had accused the disgraced TV
star in the courtroom and cheered
when the verdict was read. This
is being considered a watershed
movement in the post #MeToo
world.
Rumors of Cosby’s sexual delinquencies have surrounded
him for decades. Comedians Amy
Poehler, Tina Fey and Tracy Morgan have all referenced the allegations in various bits. However, it
was not until Philadelphia Magazine posted a video of comedian
Hannibal Buress making a joke on
the matter, that real awareness of
the allegations was raised.
Most of the women who accused Cosby in the past were not
taken seriously. No one wanted to
believe that “America’s Dad” could
be a rapist. Cosby’s defense team
and supporters tried to tarnish the
credibility of the accusers, branding them publicly as attentionseekers and “whores.”
This type of slander is what kept
Cosby free from prison and allowed for people to brush off other
women who accused men of similar behavior. The shaming of the
accusers kept other Cosby victims
silent, as they feared an impact
on their public perception and
reputation. These tactics are not
designed to unearth the truth but
instead are ad hominem attacks.
In October 2017, the #MeToo
movement took off after the sexual
allegations against Harvey Weinstein were revealed. High-profile
celebrities like Alyssa Milano, Ter-

ry Crews and Jennifer Lawrence
took to social media and posted
their stories of sexual harassment.
The sheer magnitude of stories
from Hollywood’s most powerful
women to college students has
shifted America’s view on sexual
allegations. The movement has
shown that anyone can be a victim.
Cosby’s first trial ended in
spring 2017, months before the
movement. One juror said, “Let’s
face it: She went up to his house
with a bare midriff, incense and
bath salts. What the heck?” It is
one thing to be skeptical but this
often escalates to blaming the victim.
After the movement and his
second trial, Cosby was declared
guilty only after two days of deliberations. Another factor in aid
of the prosecution was that five
other women who accused Cosby
of sexual assault were allowed to
take the stand. They shared similar
stories to that of Constand. These
testimonies showed a pattern of
Cosby’s predatory behavior.
The #MeToo movement did not
guarantee a guilty verdict in this
case or in the case against Dr. Lawrence Nassar, who abused over 160
women. However, the movement,
the women and the men who were
brave enough to tell their stories did have an effect. They have
changed accountability norms
and how society views these allegations as a whole.
These cases and the movement
have shown that, when victims
band together to tell their stories
and receive support from society,
no one can escape the long arm
of the law, no matter how much
money they have, power they
wield or the legacies they built.
-Davon Singh
Marketing ‘18

have endured miscarriages or stillbirths are accused of committing a
crime — the crime being abortion.
There is a very strict notion against
“killing” the innocent newborns or
fetuses in El Salvador, which hypocritically results in lashing out on
the women responsible for the
“homicide.” Women are essentially
being punished in every way possible for being unable or not wanting to bear children.
Therefore, El Salvador’s legislature needs to put its conservative
values behind it and analyze this
from a fresh perspective. The lives
of Salvadoran women are literally
being endangered due to a stubborn ban. The government does
not have to completely eliminate
the ban on abortion. Instead, they
should allow women to get abortions under special circumstances.
This action, for now, would suffice.
Unfortunately, the legislature
of El Salvador is unable to comprehend that this law is much
more than officials perceive it to
be. There should be no tolerance
for accepting a total ban on abortion when it is urgently needed to
protect women from endangering their lives. In a time like this,
an uprising to impose pressure is
needed.
Modern society must step up
and understand that it cannot be
oppressed by the powerful who
are restricting their rights and
freedoms. There are many in El
Salvador who support applying
limitations to the complete ban on
abortion. At this point, if people
came forward to demand even the
slightest alteration to the law, it
would be a major victory.
-Farah Khan
Communication Ethics ‘20

Is Korea nearing peace?

T

he meeting between North
Korea’s Kim Jong Un and
South Korea’s Moon Jaein on April 27 was one that set a
historical precedent. It resembled
the fall of the Berlin Wall between
East and West Berlin in 1989, in
which decades of isolation finally
ended. The stark contrast between
democracy and repression appeared to dissolve. The meeting in
Panmunjom, a small village on the
militarized border, between the
two leaders felt dreamlike, almost
as if it guaranteed peace.
However, it is necessary to
be cautious. To many, the entire
meeting gave an impression that
Kim may have finally come to
his senses and North Korea will
somehow transition to a peaceful regime. The 2018 inter-Korean
summit was a psychological manipulation with the entire location
and “symbolism” working to lure
North Korea’s sole and inexperienced leader, Kim, into warming
up to South Korea.
It appeared as if a school
teacher had a conversation with
the classroom troublemaker. But,
there could be many reasons for
this meeting taking place.
For one, China does not want
North Korea to attack any country
because that would jeopardize its
position with the United States.
China also does not want any
country to retaliate and cause conflict on its eastern border.
China and North Korea stand
against South Korea, Japan and
the United States. President Donald Trump’s strategy of dialogue
and economic pressure with China was a brilliant way to pressure
North Korea toward negotiation.
It was incredibly risky but it has
yielded positive results so far.
The second underlying reason
is economic. North Korea is crippled by sanctions placed upon it

by the international community.
The sanctions are retarding the
North’s ability to carry out additional progress in regard to its
nuclear program.
Many others proclaim the underlying reasons for the talks are
that Kim has a trick up his sleeve.
Until proven otherwise, the United
States must be cautious while pursuing real progress.
The event, in terms of cooperation and dialogue, should serve as
a precedent to many countries
around the world who also have
bitter conflicts. Conflicting countries like Iran and Saudi Arabia
should all strive to open lines of
communication and have bilateral agreements that work toward
peace.
Peace does not necessarily
mean giving up weapons. Whoever possesses the most weapons
will dictate law and inevitably
write history in their favor.
If North Korea gives up its
nuclear weapons, this will pose a
gigantic risk to Kim’s regime and
would be foolish on his part. It is
incredibly lucky for the South Koreans that Kim is quite different
from his father and grandfather
who were notoriously nationalistic
and more aggressive.
Kim’s Western education in
Switzerland and his inexperience
may be the reason for his downfall.
Perhaps a civil war within North
Korea may erupt, or the North
Korean population will swarm
into South Korea in the near future. Kim may be tried for crimes
against humanity.
There is no way to know until
real progress occurs. It is important to understand that peace is a
very tedious and long process, but
definitely a worthy one.
-Ahsan Mushtaq
Political Science ‘20

Educational system fails to implement
critical thinking in modern classrooms

T

he phrase “critical thinking” is scoffed at and feared
by children of all ages, and
unfortunately so, as the necessary
wisdom for its implementation in
the classroom has not yet been established.
Questions regarding critical thinking are emphasized less
in comparison with other types
of questions. The “Why do you
think?” questions give young students a momentary flash of selfvalidation and their reflex reaction
is to hide their hand and assume
they cannot answer the question.
There is no answer in their textbooks for critical thinking questions. Rather, the basis for formulating these answers are scattered
among the subjective principles
derived from each student’s prior
experiences.
Each student is no longer asked
to answer a question with a rational for their answer, but instead
they must derive an answer and
justify it only to satisfy their teacher’s opinions.
A student’s self-validation of
their own personal experiences is
stifled before they even walk into
school. The modern classroom is
no place for critical thinking. It has
a constricting obsession with formality, obedience and filling each
minute with work to create an atmosphere of fear.
Students cannot be expected to
learn to think critically if inconsequential information is dumped
into their brain for a period of eight
hours.
They listen, transcribe from
their textbooks and have no real
clue as to why they are regurgitating the same information, when
they could be playing outside and
receiving exercise. This learning
experience is worsened by teach-

ers whose problematic lives interfere with the integrity of their delivery.
Teaching is a day job with an
incentivizing summer vacation, as
opposed to a labor-of-love occupation that should inspire the hearts
and minds of children. There are
teachers who do deserve praise for
their diligence in the classroom,
however.
A text that has inspired people’s
convictions and questions on
learning was professor T.K. Das’
"Educating Tomorrow’s Managers:
The Role of Critical Thinking."
Das, a former Baruch professor,
discusses the unsuitability of current schooling practices for critical
thinking along with his personal
solutions and practices. His opinions are rooted in the notion that
students are susceptible to retaining and applying principles taught
from a collection of facts rather
than those facts themselves.
This is logically obvious, as
youths are constantly searching for
insight as they are naturally inexperienced, but are often exhausted
by the boring conveyance of facts.
Current schooling has shown
that capturing information conveyed on the board has become
more challenging for younger
children, and thus logically, that is
what college students associate a
passing grade with; teachers seem
to reinforce this lazy and uninspired method of teaching.
Das refers to this as “teaching to the board,” and his solution
is quite simple: provide students
with the material already laid out
and then instigate a discussion.
Further, let the students do
homework that helps to reinforce
their comprehensions instead of
letting them frantically transcribe
the textbook information as a

means of passing the course.
Students will thus be relieved of
their anxieties during the lesson,
which will give them breathing
room for participation, reflection,
argument and enjoyment.
The point of these insights and
solutions, along with many others
in the text is to condition students
to psychologically associate passing classes, and schooling in general, with listening, researching or
studying, then having constructive discussion in a forum setting.
Critical thinking can be fostered
and implemented in this setting
for a wholesome and memorable
experience.
However, to expect this behavior in higher education and
the workplace, Das’ insights must
be implemented in earlier levels
of schooling when students are
highly impressionable and where
the greatest mental conditioning
occurs.
If students of younger ages are
conditioned to listen while their
thoughts are validated, regardless
of correctness, they are then taught
how to derive criticality through a
judicious manipulation of those
thoughts.
More students should be expected to consistently participate
and show critical behavior as they
grow older. Students need to be
able to think out of the box and not
just from a textbook.
It is not active learning when
all they are asked is, “When did
Abraham Lincoln deliver the
Emancipation Proclamation?” The
answer is merely incidental upon
inspecting the turbulence of history, which occurred, by the way,
on Jan. 1, 1863.
-Nicholas Frenza
Operations Management ‘18
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Trump must rectify nuclear deal
with Iran or face the consequences

A

ctions always speak louder
than words, and this idiom
is especially applicable to
international relations.
A crucial tool for diplomacy
and gamesmanship is that countries talk to signify their foreign
policy objectives, which allows
other countries to interpret what
each might do. Rather, actions are
important indicators of a country’s
true intentions. Actions of consequence can include forming official diplomatic relations, building
up military capabilities or entering into bilateral agreements or
treaties. One such recent example
of the latter is the Iranian nuclear
deal.
Officially known as the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action, the
deal was a multi-administration
approach to resolve the standoff between the existing nuclear
world powers — namely the United States — and Iran, which was
secretly attempting to start building nuclear weapons.
Beginning over a decade ago,
the United States, United Kingdom, France, Germany, Russia,
China and the EU jointly decided
that they neither wanted another
war in the Middle East nor a new
nuclear-armed country. Together
they imposed economic sanctions
on Iran, which over time crippled
the country’s economy.
Iran was eventually forced to
choose between a future with nuclear weapons, economic calamity
or a future without these weapons
but intertwined with the globalizing economy which promised economic prosperity. Iran chose the
latter, and in 2015 the agreement
was implemented.
Nine separate times, the United Nations’ International Atomic

Energy Agency has certified that
Iran has stayed compliant with the
JCPA. However, Trump has continued to express his dissatisfaction
with the agreement’s shortcomings. One of Trump’s two biggest
gripes include the deal’s sunset
clauses, which allow some limitations placed on Iran to lapse beginning in 2025. The other grievance is Iran’s continued meddling
in regional affairs.
Trump must recertify Iran’s
compliance or reimpose sanctions
by May 12. Even after last-minute
trips to Washington, D.C., by German Chancellor Angela Merkel
and French President Emmanuel
Macron to assuage Trump, all signs
point to him reimposing sanctions
— a mistake that both fundamentally underscores Trump’s knowledge on the issue and the consequences.
If Trump reimposes sanctions,
Iran’s president Hassan Rouhani
has said his country would immediately reignite its nuclear program, recreating the same conundrum faced previously.
Then President Barack Obama
completed this deal with something Trump lacks: foresight. The
sunset clauses are a future concern, but the deal was reached
to stop Iran’s immediate nuclear
breakout. Obama’s calculated decision — which could prove wrong
— was that of a future Iran bound
to the world economy. In this
scenario, Iran would be too intertwined with and dependent on the
global economy to ever consider
reneging on the spirit of the deal,
even after the limitations expire.
America backing out of the deal
now undermines the time needed
to see Obama’s plan succeed.
Trump’s second gripe is a sepa-

rate issue altogether. Iran has been
interfering in its neighbors’ affairs
for a millennium. What one country interprets as meddling, the
other interprets as policy integral
to its security. For example, the
American policy of containment
during the Cold War stretched
its meddling capabilities halfway
around the world, but always justified it with destabilizing the threat
of communism.
For Iran, the same complex
paradigm exists. It interprets U.S.
intervention and military installations throughout the Middle East
as hostile to Iranian security. Iran
aids its proxies in the region, the
Syrian government, Hezbollah
or the Yemen Houthi rebels, for
security-driven purposes. By destabilizing certain countries, Iran
simultaneously weakens its regional adversaries, the West, Israel
and Saudi Arabia, while building
relationships and allies across the
region.
After forfeiting their nuclear
ambitions, Iran will never acquiesce to American demands of
disengagement from the Middle
East because this now remains the
country’s greatest security-seeking
trump card.
This administration neither understands the complex underpinnings the JCPA was built upon, nor
does it consider the ramifications
of letting it collapse. Trump continues to derail decades of American foreign policy seemingly to
boast about his accomplishments
on Twitter or to create a talking
point for his next campaign rally.
For humanity's sake, let us hope
Trump’s talk is also cheap.
-Salvatore Gagliardi
Political Science ‘18
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Business
T-Mobile and Sprint merger could break anti-trust regulation
BY DIANA SHISHKINA
COPY EDITOR
On April 29, T-Mobile U.S. Inc.
and Sprint Corp. announced plans
for a merger that will combine the
third- and fourth-largest wireless
carriers in the United States and
will be valued at approximately $27
billion, according to The Washington Post. The resulting company
would take on T-Mobile’s name
and the company’s current CEO,
John Legere, as its head if the merger gets approved.
While both wireless carriers
have talked about a possible merger for several years, this is the first
time that they have an agreement
and now seek political approval.
The consolidation of the telecommunication giants would leave potential customers with only three
major wireless carriers to choose
from — Verizon Communication
Inc., AT&T Inc. and T-Mobile.
Sascha Segan, a mobile analyst
for PCMag, compared the situation to the current one in Canada,
where there are three major carriers, but the consumer has to deal
with higher prices and no unlimited data plans across the country.
“This sort of competitive analysis was used to strike down the
AT&T/T-Mobile merger in 2011,”
Segan said.
It is now up to the companies
to convince President Donald
Trump’s administration, the Federal Communications Commission
and the Department of Justice that
the consolidation is a positive thing
for both the consumer and for competition, which is not an easy feat.
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A merger between these two communication companies would leave only three major corporations in the market.
The Justice Department is currently trying to block yet another
merger involving AT&T and Time
Warner Inc., and the White House
has also spoken out against deals
like this due to their possibilities of
giving too much power to too few
companies. They went on to say it
could potentially hinder a competitive market, something that is necessary to ensure that customers get
better prices and services and push
companies to innovate continually.
The most cogent argument that
T-Mobile and Sprint give for their
merger also concerns innovation.
As the large telecom companies
strive to perfect and release new
5G technology that would advance
and speed up current data networks, both companies insist that
their combined investments are
more apt to handle this task than if
they did it separately.

“This combination will create a
fierce competitor with the network
scale to deliver more for consumers
and businesses in the form of lower
prices, more innovation, and a second-to-none network experience
– and do it all so much faster than
either company could on its own,”
Legere said in a statement that was
jointly released by T-Mobile and
Sprint when they announced the
merger. “As industry lines blur and
we enter the 5G era, consumers and
businesses need a company with
the disruptive culture and capabilities to force positive change on
their behalf.”
Representatives of both companies also add that the merger
will spur the growth of thousands
of jobs and connect people all over
the country, even those in the more
rural areas of the United States that
might not be as technologically

advanced as the big coastal cities.
Overland Park, Kansas, which is
Sprint’s current home, would be
one of the headquarters of the new
company as well.
Despite all of the possible positives of the merger, history and economic trends seem to suggest that
it will likely not get past the U.S.
antitrust regulations that exist to
ensure that fair competition exists
in the open market.
T-Mobile and Sprint have several obstacles to overcome if they
want to prove that their merger
should be accepted over all of the
other multibillion dollar deals that
were shut down.
First, Sprint is currently the
company that offers low, competitive rates. It also had its share of
financial problems and the merger
would supposedly help its employees be part of a stronger, more stable

corporation. However, when T-Mobile attempted to merge with AT&T
after facing financial hardship, the
Justice Department did not see this
as a sufficiently convincing reason
to allow for the transaction to pass.
Within just a few years, T-Mobile
made a full recovery and surpassed
all expectations. It hired Legere as
its new CEO, who rebranded the
entire company and was able to
provide more data for lower prices.
The rejection of the merger turned
out to be positive for the current
third largest wireless carrier.
Other drawbacks of the deal
include the variance between the
current technology that Sprint and
T-Mobile offer, according to MarketWatch. The merged company
will have to agree on one type of
technology and seamlessly transition to it, which could take some
time and leave consumers who
used one of the old technologies having to upgrade their current phones. Additionally, certain
deals that bundle together phone,
TV and internet service would be
left to AT&T and Verizon with the
merger, as the new company would
not offer similar deals. Yet again,
this could lead to price increases
for consumers.
Despite the reasons for or
against the consolidation deal, the
mergers currently trying to get political approval signify the direction that the telecom and media
industries are heading in. Where
there were once many diverse companies, there are now a handful in
both wireless service and broadcast
media. The number of companies
is only going to keep decreasing.

The potential for a second Brexit referendum relies on businesses
BY SALVATORE GAGLIARDI
COPY EDITOR
Brexit is bad for business.
Brexit is good for business. There
is no clear consensus on the British Parliament possibly holding a
second referendum on leaving the
European Union later this year, but
both sides of the argument present
solid evidence for their case.
Holding a second referendum
affects business in a negative way
due to the uncertainty it causes.
“Business likes certainty and I
can’t see how discussion of a second referendum helps create that
certainty when the negotiations
are not even concluded,” Miles
Celic, CEO of finance industry’s
lobby group TheCityUK said.
A second referendum could
possibly reverse all the planning
both the government and private
companies have prepared since
the first referendum. As Paul Hardy, the Brexit director at DLA Piper
Global Law Firm, said, “Those who
have spent a lot of money on it are
ready to deal with it.”
On the flip side, some argue
that the original Brexit was bad
for business, so a second referendum that may reverse it will,
in the long run, be beneficial for
businesses in the United Kingdom. The forecast for the British
economy two years after Brexit is
predicted to be the second worst
performing in Europe, only ahead
of Italy, according to the International Monetary Fund in its World
Economic Outlook.
Furthermore, according to
Consensus Forecasts, British annual growth is now projected to
fall 0.5 percent relative to earlier
projections.
From a political perspective,
Martin Wolf articulated in an article for The Financial Times that
the new variable introduced to
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While more U.K. citizens are calling for a second referendum on Brexit, it still lacks the support of businesses, making it diﬃcult to pass in Parliament.
the post-Brexit era is the election
of President Donald Trump and
his “America First” policies, stating, “The mutation of the US, under the banner of ‘America First,’”
makes the strategic position of Europe as a whole (of which the UK
is — and always will be — a part),
far more fragile.”
The United Kingdom may have
a special relationship with America, but it now lacks the power-

ful economic engine of the EU to
strengthen its bargaining power
with Trump’s America.
Both sides of the debate have
rational arguments for either upholding the first referendum or
holding a second one. The greatest
underlying issue that the original
Brexit referendum laid bare is that
the British electorate is split down
the middle for a future closer to or
further away from the EU.

Wolf made an interesting point
when he stated that, “The reasons
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn is
against the EU — that it is a capitalist plot — are the opposite of
those on the Tory right — that it is
a socialist one.”
If a second referendum were to
take place, not only would a large
segment of the British business
community be up in arms, but
those who voted in favor of Brexit

would also be upset. Even though
a future far removed from these
hostile debates within the business community and the society
at large may prove more economically prosperous, a large segment
of the British people would see the
move as an affront to their democratic wishes.
In either scenario, the future
of the British economy seems
in peril.
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Nintendo makes a CEO switch after impressive console sales
BY BRANDON TINGLE
COPY EDITOR
Nintendo’s current president,
Tatsumi Kimishima, announced
that he would hand over his role
in June to a younger executive. The
consumer electronics company is
based in Kyoto, Japan.
Kimishima was a former banker
and took the position of CEO in
2015 after the death of then-CEO
Satoru Iwata. Due to Kimishima’s
age, flying frequently was taxing
on his body.
In a statement, he said, “the better-than-expected sales momentum of the Switch console made
him decide it was time to pass
the baton.”
Shuntaro Furukawa, a 46-yearold executive in charge of corporate
planning, will replace 68-year-old
Kimishima. Furukawa joined the
company in 1994 and has experience in finance.
According to Nikkei, a Japanese
newspaper, he is also a graduate
of Waseda University and worked
in Germany for approximately
10 years.
The Wall Street Journal published an article in which Kimishima gave his reasons for
stepping down.
He proposed that it was perfect time to do so “after the Switch
game machine introduced last year
turned into a hit.”
Nintendo Switch — released in
2017 — is a home video game console that can easily transform into a
handheld console. The Switch has
been a catalyst for Nintendo’s success, causing the company’s revenue to more than double.
At a news conference in Osaka,
Japan, Furukawa stated, “We will
develop the company to its fullest.”
Regarding Nintendo’s corporate
mission and philosophy, he also
said, “I will balance Nintendo’s tra-

ditions: originality and flexibility.”
Kimishima praised his successor at a news conference, describing Furukawa as someone who
works well with others and has
been a future CEO in the making
for many years.
Furukawa made it clear that
Nintendo Co. Ltd. has limitations
and that it “should focus on things
that only we can provide.”
Kimishima will not be leaving
the company completely, taking
over a position as an adviser and
assistant alongside game designer
and producer Shigeru Miyamoto.
Nintendo’s goal for the Switch
console is to sell 20 million units,
only needing 4.9 million units to
reach this goal. The company also
plans to sell 100 million games for
the platform. According to some
analysts, the company could sell
even more.
Furukawa eventually wants to
bring the 2-in-1 console to a wider
audience and plans to do so with
the Nintendo Labo.
The Labo is a do it yourself kit
— made out of cardboard — that is
compatible with the Switch.
In addition, Furukawa wants to
incorporate smartphone games designed by the company. He believes
that it will be a “revenue pillar.”
However, analysts are unsure about
the Labo’s future success.
Serkan Toto, CEO and founder
of Tokyo-based Kantan Games Inc.,
praised Switch’s current success
saying, “No other console in recent
history offered such an array of
blockbusters in the first 12 months
after launch.”
On the contrary, he suggested
that Nintendo needs to invest more
into the console, “But the Switch
absolutely needs more mega hit
games in 2018.”
In an article published by Fortune, Nintendo disclosed its key
figures. Switch’s software titles ex-
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Current CEO Tatsumi Kimishima will be stepping down in order to allow Shuntaro Furukawa to take control of the company.
ceeded the company’s forecast by
53 million. It totaled 63.5 million in
2017.
The company expects to sell
100 million in 2018, which is an
increase of 37.5 million titles. As
of the end of March, Switch owners purchased 3.9 titles per console on average. Nintendo expects
this number to rise to 4.5 by 2019,
which is an increase of 0.6 of a title.

Annual revenue from smartphone games increased to a little
over $359 million; this was an increase of 62 percent. Lastly, income
mainly attributed to Pokémon Go
— a free-to-play reality game developed by Niantic Inc. for iOS and
Android smartphones — decreased
to $94 million from $185 million in
2017.
Nintendo has certainly seen its

fair share of popularity in the years
it has been out. The Nintendo Wii
alone sold 3.26 million consoles
worldwide, which made it Nintendo’s most popular product.
Hopefully with Furukawa taking
over as CEO, he can sustain or even
surpass Kimishima’s performance
and uphold Nintendo’s reputation as one of the top companies in
the world.

Amazon stuns analysts with report of exponential revenue growth
BY YESENIA BARRIOS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Amazon.com Inc. released its
first quarterly report of 2018 and
disclosed that it now has $51 billion in revenue and a $1.6 billion
net income. These results left many
stunned. Analysts predicted the
company’s revenue would shrink,
but instead, it nearly tripled last
year’s same quarterly results and
more than doubled net income.
Wall Street reacted positively
to these results. By the closing
of the stock market on April 26,
Amazon’s shares went up by more
than 7 percent.
The report also unearthed that
the company’s digital advertising increased by 139 percent from
last year, CNBC reported. Amazon
is now the third-highest in digital
advertising after Facebook and
Google. Digital sales grew by 46
percent in America and by 34 percent internationally.
Amazon’s continuing innovations and investments have played
a crucial role in its positive results.
One important innovation is its
cloud computing system that has
outperformed expectations in the
past few months.
Microsoft Corp., Apple Inc. and
Alphabet Inc. have shown that
cloud services are a key factor for
some tech companies’ results and
while they all offer cloud services,
Amazon is outperforming all of
these tech giants.
The increasing number of Amazon Prime subscriptions, which
has reached more than 100 million according to the company’s
founder and CEO Jeff Bezos, has
also played an important role in
producing the successful results.
A Prime subscription attracts
many customers, due to the fast
shipping it offers, as well as video
and music streaming.
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Jeﬀ Bezos, pictured above, is the current CEO of Amazon, and in the past year has grown the company’s revenue, advertising services and key services like cloud computing.
Amazon has also increased the
annual Prime membership price
this year by 20 percent, from $99 to
$119. The membership price has
not seen an increase in four years
and when it was last enacted, the
price also increased by 20 percent.
Bezos said in a letter that this increase was necessary to keep offering the fast shipping services,
as the company added more products under the Prime membership
network.
The company’s acquisition of
Whole Foods Market Inc., its introduction of electronic personal
assistant Alexa, the opening of a
self-checkout grocery store and
its in-home and truck package

delivery are some of the other new
innovations that have reflected
positively on the company and its
reported profit.
While the company’s success
has left many investors happy, it
has also forced a lot of critics to
question how much is too much,
and whether Amazon is becoming a monopoly. President Donald Trump himself has tweeted
criticism regarding the company
not paying the U.S Postal Service
enough for its delivery services,
not collecting taxes from thirdparty sellers and hurting a lot of
small businesses.
While Amazon’s immense and
rapid growth is starting to be ques-

tioned by many who believe the
company should be regulated, it
is also not something the majority of the public opposes because
of the benefits Amazon brings,
CNN Money reported. Regulating
something that is beneficial to the
consumer will be extremely difficult because the low prices attract
many to its services.
Lina Khan, a lawyer who has
done a lot of research on the way
big tech companies earn such consumer power, argued that Amazon
has done what is called “predatory pricing.” Khan described this
technique as, “when a company
prices a good below cost in order
to drive out competitors,” accord-

ing to her interview with CNN.
This strategy is used to get as many
users as possible in its early stages.
After businesses get loyal customers to whom they could offer low
and convenient prices, it will be
very hard for these customers to
stop using services from these
companies.
Amazon has other competitors, which include Walmart Inc.,
eBay Inc. and Target Corp. but
their profits are not as big as Amazon’s and they have fewer services
compared to Amazon. As for now,
Amazon will continuing amassing customers and dominating
the market, becoming harder and
harder to compete with.
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Arts & Style
Baruch actors deal with the devil in musical Faust workshop
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
“The first act took about two
months to write,” Kurdakov said in
an interview. “That’s very very fast
because I had 60 pages to write,
and I had to write it all in about
five to six weeks. ... I essentially
had to write a page and a half per
day. Eli was calling me every week
and making sure I stayed on track.”
Daar is often referred to as Eli.
Kurdakov explained that the
reason why he decided to adapt
Faust in the first place was partially
because of his long-term relationship with the literary piece, in the
form of the plays Doctor Faustus by

Christopher Marlowe and Faust by
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
“Faust is my favorite literary
work of all time,” Kurdakov said. He
explained that it was the book that
started him on using literary analysis. “I really loved the narrative
overall. I liked the idea of someone
being so smart and so dumb at the
same time.” Faust is a story about
a man who makes a deal with the
devil in order to get a long life.
“One of the reasons that I also
wanted to write it was because this
story has been adapted so many
times, and it’s been adapted terrible every single time. So, I was like,
if everyone else got it wrong, may-

be I can get it right. Maybe I can do
justice to my favorite story.”
In the beginning stages of the
writing process, Kurdakov collaborated with Ruthie Ostrow, a
junior with directing experience,
on setting up the narrative structure for the musical. She was able
to help Kurdakov refine some of
the biggest ideas for Faust’s storyline before the writing process
truly began. Ostrow is a copy editor
for The Ticker.
Kurdakov’s version of Faust has
one major change that sets it apart
from previous adaptations: rather
than setting his story in Germany
during the early 1800s, he decided
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Nick Magnati plays the part of Faust in Anton Kurdakov's adaptation, a cross of material from Faust and Doctor Faustus.

to place it in modern-day New
York City. While the storyline still
follows the general narrative, and
contains the same characters as the
original Faust, Kurdakov wanted
his adaptation to be less sexist and
not include some other issues he
had with the play.
“Once I felt comfortable enough
that the outline was good enough,
I started to actually write the piece
itself, both music and lyrics,” Kurdakov said. “Sometimes it would
happen like — I would write six
minutes of music in the span of two
hours, and then I wouldn’t be able
to write lyrics or any text for like the
next three or four days. It was consistent, but it was also very on and
off at times. All of it was written between 10 p.m. and 3 a.m.”
After about six weeks, Kurdakov
was done with the music and lyrics
for the first act of Faust. The production team included Daar as producer and stage manager, Ostrow
as director and The Ticker’s Graphics Editor Stephanie Mesquita as
assistant stage manager. During its
weekly or biweekly meetings, the
team put Kurdakov’s work through
several rounds of edits.
The ultimate goal of the independent study course and the
workshop series was to produce a
performance of Kurdakov’s first act
for an audience and receive feedback that would help improve the
first act and guide the forthcoming
second act.
After several weeks of workshopping and rehearsing, Faust
made its debut in Baruch’s Skylight
Room on the night of April 26 to an
audience of about 30 people.

Overall, Faust was able to impress for what it was — a musical
written in the span of six weeks by a
graduating college student.
The characters written by Kurdakov show a lot of potential for
growth in the second act. Mephistopheles, for example, is one of the
most memorable yet vulnerable
characters in the production.
The character is able to fit into
the devil stereotype — sassy, bold
and unafraid to speak the truth.
The character, played by Kelsey
Gondek, points out what other
characters are afraid to, and carries
herself in a confident manner.
However, because the devil fits
this preconceived stereotype so
well, the character is vulnerable to
being forgotten.
Faust, too, is a puzzling character. Throughout the act, one often
feels sorry for the titular character,
played by Nick Magnati. While he
has a seemingly successful career
as a freelance musician and others look up to him because of that,
it often seems like the job does not
make him happy.
He lacks confidence and battles suicidal thoughts. When approached by Mephistopheles, Faust
seems attracted to her because, unlike him, she oozes confidence. In
certain moments, audience members could see themselves in Faust,
but his character is not explored
deeply enough to build a serious
relationship between him and the
audience.
Despite these flaws, however,
the first act of Faust is still a memorable sight with a lot of promise for
what the next acts could bring.

Harman writer-in-residence teaches
Baruch students tips for writing fiction
COMPILED BY MAXIM IBADOV
The latest film in the Marvel series, Avengers: Infinity War
smashed records as it scored the
biggest box office opening ever,
Variety first reported.
As one of the most expensive
films ever made, with a budget of
over $300 million, the film is already a blockbuster, gaining $250
million in North America and an
additional $380 million internationally for an astonishing $630
million in its first weekend.
Featuring an ensemble cast, Infinity War centers around various
Marvel characters joining forces
against mega-villain Thanos. The
film is on its way to become the
fastest film to reach $1 billion in
grosses, a record currently held
by Black Panther, another Marvel
movie released earlier this year.
_______________________
The nominations for the 72nd
annual Tony Awards were announced on May 1 by actors Katharine McPhee and Leslie Odom Jr.
Marching ahead are two musical
adaptations, Mean Girls and SpongeBob SquarePants: The Broadway
Musical with 12 nominations each,
capitalizing on their big names.
The revivals of Richard Rodgers
and Oscar Hammerstein II’s Carousel and Angels in America as well
as new musical The Band’s Visit followed with 11 nominations, while
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child
and My Fair Lady joined the pedestal with 10 nominations.
Aside from competitive awards,
it was also announced that rock
legend Bruce Springsteen and comedian John Leguizamo would receive special Tony awards for their

BY BRANDON TINGLE
one-man shows. The ceremony will
take place June 10 at the Radio City
Music Hall.
_______________________
J. Cole and Ariana Grande
made history as their new singles
debuted in the top 10 of Billboard’s
Hot 100. Grande’s single “No Tears
Left to Cry” arrived at No. 3, making Grande the first and only artist to have four album campaigns
start with singles debuting in
the top 10.
Hip-hop artist J. Cole was a
triple threat, as “ATM” appeared
at No. 6, “Kevin’s Heart” at No.
8 and “KOD” at No. 10, becoming the first artist to debut three
separate singles in the top 10. This
also marks the first instance of
four songs arriving in the top 10
in their first week. J. Cole’s album
KOD, also arrived at the top of the
Billboard 200 with 397,000 copies,
being Cole’s fifth chart-topper and
the biggest debut of 2018.
_______________________
Entertainment Tonight reported
that legendary Swedish pop band
ABBA have creatively reunited for
the first time in over 35 years and
will be releasing new music. In
a joint announcement, the band
stated that it has recorded two
new songs, one of which is called
“I Still Have Faith in You” and will
be streamed as part of a TV special
produced by the BBC and NBC
in December.
ABBA was one of the best-selling musical acts with $375 million
in records sold and is well known
for the jukebox musical Mamma
Mia!, a film sequel to the musical
called Mamma Mia! Here We Go
Again, hits theaters this July.

COPY EDITOR

On April 26, during club hours
in room 7-160, the Sidney Harman Writer-in-Residence Program
hosted a fiction workshop cosponsored by Encounters Magazine. Nafissa Thompson-Spires,
author of the book Heads of the
Colored People: Stories, discussed
creative writing and fiction.
The event was preceded by an
introduction by the graphics director of Encounters, Bianca Monteiro. Monteiro, a former columnist at The Ticker, directs a team
of designers and is primarily responsible for putting the magazine
together in tandem with the editor-in-chief, Rebecca Vicente. Professor Bridgett Davis, an adviser
for Encounters and director of the
Harman program, was also present. A sizable amount of students
attended, most of whom major in
journalism or are familiar with the
program.
The beginning of the workshop
started with Thompson-Spires
reading from the chapter “Belles
Lettres,” an autobiographical account in her book.
She referred to “Belles Lettres”
as an “epistolary,” meaning “in the
form of letters.” These letters can
be written by one or more characters. They can be in chronological
order, in which one letter follows
the order of the previous letter.
They can also be responsive, with
one letter acting as a response to
another letter.
Although letters are the standard form, there are many other
forms, according to ThompsonSpires. The students and the author
presented their variations, which
included diary entries, voicemails,

text messages, emails, Snapchat
posts, postcards, court documents,
Amazon reviews, Yelp reviews,
Facebook posts, tweets, dating application profiles, YouTube comments and Craigslist postings.
Thompson-Spires’
inspiration for writing this chapter originated from a care package from
her mother. The author referred
to it as “just trash,” “a box of junk
from my childhood” and “basically anything that had my name
on it.” The care package contained
several things, including a letter
from Thompson-Spires’ childhood
bully’s mother that enumerated
everything wrong with her. She
thought of this letter as an “impetus for a story or reimagining of
these mothers fighting about their
daughters.”
Thompson-Spires wanted the
students to place themselves in
her shoes: “Imagine your mother
putting this in a box and sending
it to you as a care packet with, like,
cookies and stuff and you’re, like,
opening the cookies and opening the nasty letters and the nasty
comment from the teacher.”
After reciting the chapter, the
author gave the students a chance
to create their own epistolary stories. She also highlighted the importance of maintaining the “same
sort of narrative arc that you would
with any story.”
Thompson-Spires listed four
parts that every story should have:
an inciting incident, rising tension,
climactic point and the denouement or resolution. She made the
students take out a piece of paper
and instructed them to write an
inciting incident for a story. This
was to be written with a passiveaggressive tone.
After the students were finished
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Naﬁssa Thompson-Spires referenced
her book while teaching students.
writing, she instructed them to
swap their content with each other.
Now with a new inciting incident,
the students were told to write the
rising tension and finish the rest of
the story.
Following this, the students
shared their stories out loud. In
one of the stories, two students are
writing messages to each other in
a bathroom stall. One of the students threatens to tell the principal. The other student eventually
stops replying, and a new student
jokingly responds, “new sharpie
who dis.” In another story, customers disagree over Amazon reviews
for a litter box.
The event concluded with book
signings from the author.
One thing that ThompsonSpires said toward the conclusion of the event was that many
of the students should remember is that “Anybody can do a lot
in 15 minutes.”In other words, it
could only take multiple 15-minute sessions for a writer to create a
masterpiece, just like ThompsonSpires did in her book.
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Summer: The Donna Summer Musical Midtown escape room
rocks less than its jukebox music
terrifies puzzle-solvers
BY MAXIM IBADOV
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Following the trend of commercialization on Broadway, jukebox musicals are coming back. At
the Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, the
latest such prodiction is available for audiences to enjoy, in
the form of Summer: The Donna
Summer Musical.
Crowned as the queen of disco,
Donna Summer, born LaDonna
Adrian Gaines, was the ultimate
diva with an array of chart-topping
hits and accolades that would
make any current pop star feel
threatened. Her voice defined the
sound of the decade and her songs
commanded generations to dance
like nobody was watching.
While younger theatergoers
may be unfamiliar with her legacy,
Summer is the perfect subject for a
2018 biographical musical: she was
an unapologetically fierce woman
who fought hard for her money and
time under the spotlight in the wild
‘70s that were dominated by men.
Unfortunately, Summer: The
Donna Summer Musical does a
great injustice to the legend whose
legacy extends far beyond a voice
on the dance floor.
Under the meticulous direction
of Des McAnuff, the iconic singer
is portrayed by three different actresses who represent Summer’s
different life stages. Tony Awardwinning powerhouse LaChanze
plays “Diva Donna” from Summer’s later years, who also serves
as the show’s narrator. Hamilton
prodigy Ariana DeBose portrays
“Disco Donna,” the future star ascending to fame. Broadway debutant Storm Lever is a real storm as
“Duckling Donna,” who is learning
to love herself by singing at church

and showcasing talent that makes
the whole world dance. Effortlessly
catching each note like a puma
hunting for prey, these ladies truly
show that the best vocals of the
season are at the Lunt-Fontanne
Theatre.
Inspired by the biographical
musical Ordinary Girl — which
Summer herself was developing
and planning to star in prior to her
death in 2012 — Summer butchers the story of the person it tries
to celebrate. The musical declares
itself as an ode to a woman’s will
and independence, trying to present the protagonist as a complex
figure and a victim of fame.
In reality, the audience is sentenced to watching near-robotic
scenes, during which the forced
and lazy dialogue becomes filler
between endless chart-topping
classics. The musical numbers
themselves are divine and full of
disco atmosphere, cohesive narrative and shimmering choreography by Sergio Trujillo. But writers
McAnuff, Robert Cary and Colman Domingo should have been
reminded that they were writing a musical and not an MTV
music video.
Curiously enough, Summer
was one of the first black women
to receive heavy rotation on MTV
— a fact that the show shamefully
omits, as well as any other incidents of racism that the singer had
to encounter over her lifetime.
Even the attempts to highlight
Summer’s toughest moments such
as drug addiction, physical abuse
and childhood molestation are reduced to momentary references,
quick to be dismissed and even
quicker to be forgotten.
To be fair, it is a very rare occasion when a jukebox musical takes

a close look at traditional aspects
of theater. The subgenre tends to
focus on milking every last drop
out of the songs that people are
expected to know before they even
buy the ticket.
Summer begins with “The
Queen is Back,” which serves as a
warm-up before the main star enters the stage. The opening number
is a rather simple song that should
have been cut short and replaced
with an overture.
When Summer finally takes the
stage, the audience is eased into
the familiar beat of “I Feel Love”
— a timeless anthem that is still regarded as disco’s greatest child and
was produced by Giorgio Moroder
and Pete Bellotte. It is followed up
by “Love to Love You Baby”— a
seductive confession that stirred
sexual revolution in clubs across
the world. Happy with the set list,
the audience may forgive the flaws
of the production because, after
all, they came for the songs.
The show eventually warms
up. After a rusty opening that is
plagued by non-cohesive development, Summer’s story erupts into a
fabulous end.
One of the show’s final moments
is the queen of disco’s most electrifying song, “Hot Stuff,” and DeBose
works that number like a lioness,
ready to shatter the glitter ball.
The audience barely gets a
chance to breathe before LaChanze fills the theater with the crystallizing beginning of the Academy
Award-winning “Last Dance.” And
it only takes a quick tempo change
for the audiences to spring to
their feet and applaud all the way
through the final bow.
Despite critical concerns, the
singer’s endless music will always
deserve a standing ovation.

BY SHEIK FLORADEWAN
COPY EDITOR

For anyone who enjoys solving
mysteries, puzzles or simply taking
on challenges, Komnata Quest is
the place to experience an unforgettable adventure in the form of
escape rooms.
With
various
locations
throughout the city, the escape
room venue in Manhattan has
four different rooms. The horror escape room, “Cursed,” is the
second-largest room at the site,
and can hold a group of up to
six people.
“Cursed” is set up as an old
abandoned house that has multiple rooms within, and follows the
story of six sisters who were murdered one by one. Those who enter
must uncover the truth of how the
sisters died.
Even if visitors go into the
“Cursed” room with the anticipation of horror, the Komnata Quest
location itself carries an eerie vibe.
The location is guarded by a black
door, surrounded by dark walls
and dim lighting, adding to the
overall thrill.
A host greets the participants
in the lounge area and accommodates them, offering a place to
hang their coats and bags along
with a safe to keep their cell phones
and watches, both of which are not
allowed inside the rooms. The clue
master then explains the process
of an escape room — there are
rules, hints and a storyline. Participants are allotted an hour to attempt the challenge.
The first room of “Cursed” is a
bathroom with patches peeling
off the wall and the appearance of
blood smears. The voice of a little
girl is heard, giving clues as to how

to get to the next room. In keeping
with the aesthetic, blood effects
seep onto the floor, combining the
horror and puzzle-solving aspects
of the room.
Following the room is a pitchblack hallway with steam coming
from the floor, making it foggy
and even harder to see. However,
the darkness does not hamper the
experience, instead adding to the
suspense, which Komnata Quest
strategically facilitates.
The environment is such that
one’s fear could make it harder to
concentrate on what is being said.
Some participants may be too
scared, jumping and screaming at
the sound of a crack.
The special effects in “Cursed”
are technically and visually stunning, as well as thematic, which
delivers the dramatic tension
needed to keep the participants on
their toes.
With plenty of special effects
and jump scares, there are no live
actors inside the rooms. As the participants continue to progress with
the story, the clues become trickier
and the hints became more vague.
Participants may have to backtrack
and explore the space, gaining familiarity that allows them to split
up and work more effectively in
solving the puzzle.
There are many challenges
that require the participants to
use their hands to solve a piece
of the puzzle. Putting one’s hand
into an unknown box or door will
lead participants to proceed with
caution. Participants may ask for
help if necessary and are given
the chance to relax and take group
photos with props upon completion. Overall, Komnata Quest is
a great bonding experience for
friends and family.

Lelio's Disobedience finds new ways to show fundamentals of love
BY CHARLES TABASSO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Disobedience, based on the
novel by Naomi Alderman and directed by Sebastian Lelio, begins
in a temple. It is Shabbat and Rav
Krushka — Rav being a form of a
rabbinic title — played by Anton
Lesser, whisks his congregation
along the holy day’s sermon with
practiced ease.
The synagogue is respectfully silent, save for the wheezing creak of
floorboards and Rav Krushka’s account of the creation story. Human
beings, he says, rest between angels
and beasts through the power of
choice, free will and the liberation
of self-destruction.
Then the rabbi collapses,
claimed by pneumonia. Halfway
across the world, his only daughter,
Ronit Krushka, played by Rachel
Weisz, catches the next flight to
Heathrow Airport, finally returning
to the community that ostracized
her years ago.
Little has changed. As the social rift continues to widen, Ronit
rekindles the first romance of her
youth, daring to be burned a second time by Esti Kuperman, played
by Rachel McAdams, who is now
married to the late rabbi’s protégé.
Expositional hurdles cleared,
Disobedience boldly leaps into an
emotionally charged deconstruction of faith, love and duty. Its
cinematography accentuates the
estrangement Ronit feels as her
homecoming becomes a profoundly personal experience.
As one of the more difficult facets of Disobedience’s visual storytelling to portray, Lelio acclimates
his audience to Orthodox Jewish
culture without reducing its sophistication or language. The settings at
once become familiar, often laden
with Judaica and other authentic
household items.

Without delving too deeply into
the everyday life of the community,
the love story takes center stage,
establishing an already precarious
situation that could unleash a potential hornets’ nest of chaos. The
precocious first steps of Ronit’s and
Esti’s love soon escalate beyond
any point of return.
What is so remarkable about
the two women’s relationship is
how consistently it rings true, as
both actresses do a phenomenal
job of carrying their characters
and the audience away with this
powerful romance.
There is a pure sense to their
sensuality — a ritual to the worship
of each other’s bodies that breaks
free of patriarchal and sexually
redundant routine. As both a consecration of love and defiant act
against doctrine and community
alike, Disobedience’s fearlessness
reverberates to the core of its message: choice is what sets humanity
apart from lustful beasts and complacent angels.
It is a pleasant surprise to find
that Esti is not simply relegated to
playing the love interest. Being the
one married into the community,
evading the ignominy Ronit endures, she could have let this entire
episode pass without so much as a
blip on the radar.
But the repercussions of her
choice to do the opposite further testify to the larger themes of
Disobedience.
For a film that often personifies
the gap between the Orthodoxy
and popular culture, Lelio does a
remarkable job of not criticizing either dogma.
Instead, Disobedience respectfully keeps its distance from any
substantive claims; although various hypocrisies are voiced, there
is never an outright attack on the
faith.
Disappointingly, the empty seat

Rav Krushka left behind is never
filled with meaningful substance.
Though he maintains negative
space, Lelio’s juxtaposition of the
filial link between Rav Krushka
and his daughter and Ronit’s quest
for atonement resembles Chuck
Palahniuk’s axiom in his novel
Fight Club. Stated by the similarly
lawless Tyler Durden, the phrase
says, “What you end up doing is
you spend your life searching for a
father and God.” It is just a shame
that Ronit does not have as evocative a moment of reconciliation
with her father as she does with
her lover.
Disobedience also falters at
times with its external dialogue.
Ronit is assailed by the same repetitive small talk during a large
portion of the film’s introduction,
clear as it may be that the community wants nothing more to do

with her. A succession of extras
asking if Ronit is okay stokes irritation rather than empathy for the
overwhelmed daughter.
At the same time, there is certainly awareness for the power of
the unspoken word.
Through the mouthpiece of
solidarity, facial expressions hammer home truths that words fail
to grasp.
Using the same cinematic technique as Hulu’s The Handmaid’s
Tale, where super shallow focus
turns portraits into an intense form
of intimacy, each profile becomes
a blueprint for the inner machinations and turmoil of the characters.
From furtively darting eyes to
clenched jaws and grimaces, each
close-up portends to a gradual erosion of emotional barriers. Without
question, it is the cinematography
that gives Disobedience the mo-

mentum it needs to be a tour de
force film.
But for all the emotions on display and otherwise replaced, Disobedience is in want of some greater catharsis.
Ronit’s homecoming does get
bogged down by a brief fantasy of
elopement. However, there is never
any doubt as to how the story will
pan out: it ends exactly as it should,
but it is unclear if that is the best
solution.
Although there are no great
twists or frightful shocks, Disobedience’s greatest strengths rectify its few shortcomings. Lelio has
tackled the fundamentals of love
in refreshingly brilliant new ways,
and the film’s conclusion hearkens
back to the late Rav Krushka’s last
words: “It is every person’s duty,
and theirs alone, to choose the lives
they lead.”
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Ronit Krushka, left, returns to the Orthodox Jewish community from which she was ostracized years earlier.
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COURTESY OF MARVEL STUDIOS

Marvel's latest Avengers installment has 23 characters on the poster, giving all a chance to make a joke or ﬁght a villain, but they end up losing any emotional arcs over the course of Inﬁnity War, the 19th MCU ﬁlm.

Avengers: Infinity War makes references, but misses the point

BENJAMIN WALLIN

After 10 years and 18 movies,
Marvel Studios released Avengers: Infinity War, a film built out
of anticipation and letdowns and
thoughts from viewers like, “Hey,
I recognize that thing,” or “Something similar to this happened in
another movie that I watched.”
As part of a social media campaign, directors Joe and Anthony
Russo attempted to spread the
phrase #ThanosDemandsYourSilence in an attempt to curb spoilers online, especially those upon
which Infinity War’s plot is so
dependent.
There could be no fair discussion of the film without getting into
the spoilers, and readers should be
warned that there is no silence on
such matters lying ahead.
The villain is in search of six
magic items. Infinity War picks up
the plot of 10 separate titles within
the Marvel Cinematic Universe.
The poster has 19 billed actors, with
an additional four depicted. There
is a lot going on before the movie
even starts.
After the credits of the inaugural
MCU film, 2008’s Iron Man, Nick
Fury says, “You’ve become part
of a bigger universe,” and it feels
as if that universe never stopped
expanding.
Simply put, Avengers: Infinity War is the story of Iron Man,
Thor, the Hulk, Captain America,
Black Widow, War Machine, Doctor Strange, Spider-Man, Black
Panther, Gamora, Nebula, Loki,
Vision, Scarlet Witch, Falcon, the
Winter Soldier, Heimdall, Okoye,
Wong, Mantis, Drax, Groot, Rocket
and Star-Lord trying to stop Thanos
from getting the Infinity Stones.
At times, the film feels dispassionately list-like. One thing happens, then the next and the next.
And little check boxes are marked
to indicate that everybody got the

chance to make a joke about what
happened.
Thanos was first introduced in
the post-credits scene to 2012’s
The Avengers, where he turned
and smiled to the camera. Then, in
2014, more of Thanos was seen, as
he was revealed sitting in a chair.
In 2015, he put on a glove. Now, in
2018, he finally acts upon his plans,
three years after saying, “I’ll do
it myself.”
It is unclear what was preventing Thanos from acting until now.
When he shows up, there is little
indication that this has been something of anticipation. For six years,
the MCU films have been mentioning Infinity Stones, but at no point
in Infinity War does it feel as if the
villain is somebody who has been
teased for six years. Years of setup
feel pointless now.
There are six Infinity Stones:
space, reality, power, mind, time
and soul, introduced as the Tesseract, Aether, orb, Loki’s scepter
and Eye of Agamotto respectively,
with the soul stone undiscovered
as of yet.
By possessing all six, as established in the source material, Jim
Starlin’s Infinity Gauntlet comicbook saga, a person would be omnipotent. Each stone bestows godlike powers, and the combination
of the six provides the power to do
anything, such as wiping out half
the population of the universe with
the snap of a finger.
Herein lies the foundational
problem for Infinity War: the
stakes of Thanos’ quest and the
battles surrounding it. In narrative
structure, there is a concept called
“Chekhov’s Gun:” when a gun is introduced into a story, it is expected
to be fired. With the introduction of
the Infinity Stones, it is fair to expect them to be gathered and used
at some point. Otherwise, there
would seem to be no point of giving them their combined powers if
not to use them. The Infinity Stones
have the power to kill anybody, but
they also have the power to bring
people back to life.
Some of Marvel’s most significant attempts at drama in the past
have been in the killing of characters. The dramatic turn of The
Avengers hinged on the death of
Phil Coulson. Captain America:
The Winter Soldier established the
ever-present danger of the titular

villain through the death of Nick
Fury. Generally speaking, death
has never been something to get
too concerned about in the MCU,
with characters often reappearing
after their supposed demises.
What is different in this case
is that the film is so plainly built
on the question of who will live
and who will die — Marvel’s tendency to only permanently kill
villains and side characters aside
— and with the Infinity Stones in
play, anybody who is killed in this
movie can be brought back to life
in the fourth, currently untitled
Avengers film.
Even before the final moments
of Infinity War, there are deaths
set up to be significant moments.
After killing Loki, Thanos says, “No
resurrections this time.” It fails to
ring true. Even in the breathless
moments at the end, after the villain snaps his fingers to get exactly
what he wanted and when half of
the characters evaporate into dust
like Voldemort in the final Harry
Potter film, there is no sense of
consequence.
Sure, viewers do not know what
will happen until the next Avengers
film is released in a year, but they
know that there is the potential of
every one of the characters who
died coming back to life.
Infinity War is still an entertaining movie. Characters quip at
each other and make jokes. Just
about everybody gets a moment to
make a joke, villains included. This
has been a part of the MCU’s style
for years now, stemming mostly
from Joss Whedon’s The Avengers
and the sense of pervasive humor
throughout.
Banal comments, antagonistic
jibes and drama-deflating jokes
have become mainstays of the
MCU. There is nothing wrong with
Marvel’s sense of humor; it is nice
to have fun at the movies.
However, it is a fault of Infinity
War that characters get little to do
other than joking or fighting. With
the over-abundance of characters,
few get a character arc of any sort,
coming into the story and leaving
it relatively unchanged. There are
changes in body parts and some
people die, but there are ultimately
no meaningful changes for any
characters.
Star-Lord and Loki revert to
characters acting based on their

archetypes for no real reason. Iron
Man is brash and egoistic and
Gwyneth Paltrow’s Pepper Potts returns only to be his fiancée, yelling
over the phone for him not to save
the world. Hulk has a struggle with
turning into the Hulk from his form
as Bruce Banner — based on marketing and some visuals, this seems
to have been a decision made during reshoots — but it is really just a
recurring moment that is left hanging. Nobody learns or changes, as
it seems the creative team found
difficulty in balancing their long
roster of characters beyond combat
and jokes.
To the credit of the directing
Russo brothers and the writers,
Christopher Markus and Stephen
McFeely, every character has a role
to play.
Fans of specific superheroes will
not leave disappointed that their
favorites did not get a moment in
the spotlight, unless, of course,
they were hoping to see Hawkeye
or Ant-Man. But they should be
disappointed in the realization that
the characters are not part of any
meaningful story.
Markus and McFeely were
clearly aware of previous Marvel
films’ respective existences, including conversational references to the
attack on New York in The Avengers,
Iron Man’s surgery in Iron Man
3, Thor’s family woes in Thor: The
Dark World and Thor: Ragnarok,
Star-Lord’s dance-off in Guardians of the Galaxy and the Sokovia
Accords of Captain America: Civil
War. But the references are just the
shallow recognitions that Infinity
War is not the first Marvel movie.
The respect Iron Man gained for
Spider-Man in Spider-Man: Homecoming is gone. There is no sense
of lasting impact from the teamshattering Accords, and even the
crippling of War Machine is glossed
over with the fact that he has bionic
leg enhancers. Everything that Thor
learned in Ragnarok is ignored in
favor of him getting yet another
weapon — he had been asked in
his last outing if he was “the god of
hammers,” but his self-actualizing
goes unnoticed here.
For all the claims Marvel executives make about the connected nature of all the films in its cinematic
universe, Infinity War is mostly informed by basic characterizations,
plot summaries and knowledge

of where the superheroes were
last seen.
There is a sense that nothing
matters and nothing significant
is happening in the movie, yet it
still has some elements to be applauded. The villains act as tough
challenges at every turn, from Thanos to his children to the hordes
of multi-armed creatures sent
into Wakanda.
The heroes are seen struggling,
creating a minute sense of stakes
in the individual combats. The action is coherent and varied, something this creative team has showed
strength in since their first teaming
up with The Winter Soldier — the
fighting style Captain America
adopts in that film has informed
every outing of the character since
in an immensely positive way.
There are plenty of nice visuals, and the music by Alan Silvestri
gives the film a sense of gravitas,
declaring that this is a film where
important things can be expected
to happen. There are plenty of
fist-pumping moments and grand
entrances to be had. It is the kind
of movie that, after years of anticipation, will elicit applause and
cheers from audiences. But it is
all empty, devoid of any sense of
lasting impact.
There is a certain boldness in
the ending, as the directors tell the
fans that they can kill characters at
random, showing off the power of
Thanos. The credits roll as simple,
white text on a black background,
free of embellishment. In place of
any promises about the protagonists, text declares that “Thanos will
return.” It is nice to think that there
are bold decisions being made,
but the realization that most of the
characters who died will likely be
back is a blemish on any appearance of the film’s lasting efficacy.
Even if it were not for the announcements of a Homecoming and Black Panther sequel or
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3, the
very nature of Infinity War is its
inconsequential story. As a standalone movie, Infinity War is a disappointment.
As a part one — as it was originally announced and should have
remained — Infinity War has surface-level eventfulness. That surface is easily shattered, revealing
an empty, meaningless core to a
humorous but wasted movie.

Written by Benjamin Wallin
Photos Courtesy of TFF

What is the Tribeca Film Festival?

E

very year since 2001, the Tribeca Film Festival returns to lower Manhattan, attempting to bring culture to the area. The festival was founded by Robert De Niro, Jane
Rosenthal and Craig Hatkoff and seeks to provide the newest in film technology, as well as highlight diverse voices in filmmaking. Films come in the traditional structures of narratives and documentaries, features and shorts, but they also include immersive storytelling methods based on virtual and augmented reality technology.
Trying to open up the world of film to more diverse voices, Tribeca’s “Untold Stories” program, presented by AT&T Inc., awarded $1 million to Sasie Sealy and Angela Cheng
to create a film that will premiere at the 2019 Tribeca Film Festival.
The festival also featured retrospectives of films like Schindler’s List and Scarface, premieres for TV shows like Westworld and Genius: Picasso and online content like
Cleaner Daze and Snugglr, the latter through the festival’s N.O.W. Showcase. The festival offered Tribeca Talks, where artists and creative personalities discussed previous
works and answered audience questions. The festival took place from April 18-29, debuting 51 narratives and 45 documentary films.

Awards
Audience Choice (Best Narrative): To Dust
Audience Choice (Best Documentary): United Skates
Founders Award for Best Narrative Feature: Diane
Best Actress in a U.S. Narrative Feature Film: Alia Shawkat in Duck Butter
Best Actor in a U.S. Narrative Feature Film: Jeffrey Wright in O.G.
Best Cinematography in a U.S. Narrative Feature Film: Wyatt Garfield for Diane
Best Screenplay in a U.S. Narrative Feature Film: Diane, written by Kent Jones
Best International Narrative Feature: Smuggling Hendrix
Best Actress in an International Narrative Feature Film: Joy Rieger in Virgins
Best Actor in an International Narrative Feature Film: Rasmus Bruun in The Saint
Bernard Syndicate
Best Cinematography in an International Narrative Feature Film: Albert Salas for
Obey
Best Screenplay in an International Narrative Feature Film: The Saint Bernard
Syndicate, written by Lærke Sanderhoff

Best Documentary Feature: Island of the Hungry Ghosts
Best Cinematography in a Documentary Film: Niels van Koevorden for Tanzania
Transit
Best Editing in a Documentary Film: Frederick Shanahan, Jon Kasbe, Caitlyn
Greene for When Lambs Become Lions
Best New Narrative Director: Shawn Snyder, director of To Dust
Albert Maysles New Documentary Director Award: Dava Whisenant for Bathtubs
Over Broadway
Best Narrative Short: Phone Duty
Shorts Animation Award: Late Afternoon
Best Documentary Short: Notes from Dunblane: Lessons from a School Shooting
Student Visionary Award: The Life of Esteban
Storyscapes Award: Hero
The Nora Ephron Award: Nia DaCosta director of Little Woods
Tribeca X Award: For Every Kind of Dream series for Square

Tribeca Immersive

To Dust

NICO, 1988
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irtual reality is necessarily prohibitive for the
casual user; due to the technology and cost involved, not everyone can try it. IMAX VR has become one option of consumer experience, but festival
releases will likely not make their ways to the average
person. Still, they offer potential to consider for future
works as they become available to the general public.
VR and other such immersive films appeared in
the festival in the form of traditional, goggle-based
stories in open-floor settings, stories told with physical representations of the digital, 360-degree mobile
content, Storyscapes and video games in a VR setting.
Firebird: The Unfinished is a beautiful, sweet and
operatic VR experience that is more stationary than its
interactive nature would seem to claim to be. LAMBCHILD SUPERSTAR: Making Music in the Menagerie
of the Holy Cow was created by the band OK Go and is
absolutely bizarre, but it is that perfect kind of strangeness that shows what VR can do. #WarGames offers an
experience that resembles the storytelling nature of
TellTale Games, interesting to consider, but absolutely
dull to watch due to awkward acting. Fire Escape uses
physical material to create a Rear Window-style story
of voyeurism, but it involves a lot of standing around.

hmuel worries about how long his late wife will
take to “dismantle.” He is a Hasidic Jew and that
fact is rarely played off for laughs; laughs are not
set up by his appearance differing from the expectations of so-to-speak normality. To Dust is an extremely dark comedy and the visuals of decomposition seen
throughout the film are not for the faint of heart.
Shmuel, asked repeatedly if he has “talked to the
Rebbe” to seek guidance from is lost spiritually, and
the community does not seem set up to help him
cope. After 30 days of mourning, he is expected to
find a new wife and move on. Instead, he finds himself haunted, and his connection to Matthew Broderick’s extremely un-Jewish Albert is thus born.
Using awkwardness, discomfort, pain and misunderstandings to evoke humor, To Dust’s sense of
humor is all perfectly expressed in the quote, “If you
brought me a pig like your wife — no offense — and
buried it like a Jew — no offense — then we’d be
cooking.” There is not much logic to Shmuel’s quest,
but mourning does not come out in that way. To Dust
is respectful in giving Shmuel the opportunity to find
his own way, even as he struggles with how that gels
with the religious world he inhabits.

hrista Päffgen, generally known as Nico, was
part of Andy Warhol’s Velvet Underground, but
in NICO, 1988, the titular singer does not want
to focus on that fact.
Neither does the film. The 1960s-era band is mentioned early on and may be a reason for viewers to be
intrigued about the singer’s story as portrayed in the
film, but it is never explored, and is its significance
is never emphasized.
NICO, 1988 assumes that everybody watching knows
who the singer is, coming to the story of her final touring
due to interest for the real person or the band and nightlife Nico was a part of.
But for those who do not know the singer, watching
the film mirrors the experience of coming into contact
with a gatekeeper fan, cruelly questioning how it is possible for somebody to not know this artist.
Without the external impetus to seek the film out, it
is a dull journey that never gives a reason to care. Nico
is temperamental and strange, her music coming out
in odd, harsh and somewhat beautiful bursts. The attempted tragedy is wholly dependent on knowledge
from outside the film, and for that reason, NICO, 1988
fails significantly.

You Shall Not Sleep

All About Nina

Lemonade

he title of You Shall Not Sleep refers to the story
within the movie and is in no way a guarantee
for viewers. The horror film bases its narrative
around the idea of method acting through sleep deprivation. The visions and hallucinations are expected
to peel back the veneer of the world, bringing the actors into the honest roles of the people they are trying
to inhabit.
To be sure, You Shall Not Sleep has a clear evocation of the idea of horror, starting from the title itself
and moving on to the pervasive aesthetic whenever
the characters enter the mental madhouse of being
sleep deprived.
Hallucinations abound, but not often enough. The
film is a muted story and it fails to maintain interest
for an extended period of time.
The premise is interesting, but You Shall Not Sleep
takes too long to get where it is trying to go, and when
it arrives, the wait feels like a letdown. When the story
detaches from the purpose of acting, it becomes even
more uninteresting, anchoring an emotional arc on
dull backstory. You Shall Not Sleep contains merely
the idea of what horror must feel like, and it is not
enough to appreciate.

T

ot all jokes are laughable, even if they are
funny. Nina has experienced previous trauma and this comes out in bursts of sharp bits
of comedy onstage, where she performs stand-up,
speaking about the issues she has with men and casual relationships. All About Nina is aptly titled, as the
comedian focuses on the effects that the issues have
on her own life. Mary Elizabeth Winstead is excellent
in the role, as is Common who plays Rafe, a man with
whom she develops a complicated relationship. Common goofily singing in the film is one of the highlights.
All About Nina, centered as it is on comedy, is
not always as funny as it seems to think it is. But the
narrative of self-destructive tendencies in relationships is compelling, and Winstead carries the film
with her deeply flawed character’s attempts to live
normally while holding the bad stuff in.
The concerns with honesty in all aspects of life
are commendable and the conversation All About
Nina has about people controlling their own narrative after traumatic moments feels especially relevant. Abuse is not a laughing matter, but the film is
generally able to manage the balance between the
heavy material and the humor throughout.
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The Miseducation of Cameron Post

Tully

Sunday's Illness
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ameron Post is told that she is at an age where
she is “especially susceptible to evil.” In her
case, the evil is a love she shares with a fellow female high school student. As a result, she is sent away
to a conversion therapy center where, with Christian
guidance, she is supposed to go through the process
of “getting better.”
Chloë Grace Moretz plays Cameron, but she keeps
her emotions pulled back. It is unclear whether or
not she buys into the preaching of her facility, and it
seems to be up to the viewer to determine for themselves. Moretz is a joy to watch when she opens up
emotionally, but for most of the film, she is reserved
and detached.
The story is driven by compelling characters with
humor, even if the thread of the story itself does not
always entertain. Sasha Lane plays a teenager named
Jane Fonda and she, along with Forrest Goodluck’s
character, Adam Red Eagle, brings heart to the story,
offering the necessary emotions to fuel the film. While
the film remains undecided about its opinion of sexuality, the method is fairly expressed in the tile as miseducation. Incompetent mentors are laughable, until
the humanity in their victims is seen.

creened as part of a Tribeca Talks program,
Tully is a humorous and heartfelt story that can
be watched more than once with completely
different results. Charlize Theron leads the comedy
that could exude laughs or tears, depending on how
close it hits to home. She plays Marlo, the overworked
mother of two, who has another baby and loses all
sense of control. A montage of the mundanities and
difficulties she faces is the most obvious expression
of tragicomedy the film has to offer; it just keeps going, in the good kind of way.
Theron has great comedic timing, and she plays off
Mackenzie Davis, as night nurse and savior Tully, with
incredible warmth. During the talk afterward, Tully
was described as “anthropologically exacting,” and
the phrase feels just right. The details feel authentic,
even from the perspective of non-parenting viewers.
Director Jason Reitman quoted his father, Ivan
Reitman, as having told him, “Remember, it’s not
your job to do comedy. It’s your job to tell truth.” Tully feels truthful and its moments of pain hit the perfect spots. As the director said, it fits into the “long
line of great post-partum comedies,” and viewers
can expect exactly that kind of dark comedy within.

he sound design feels as unwelcoming as the
characters. Mara is a 30-year-old Romanian immigrant dealing with immigration and hanging on the edge of a razor, as every element of her
life precariously depends upon the success or failure
of another.
The cars rush past, the wind whips forcefully by, a
car’s alarm squeals loudly and when Mara puts cotton
balls in her ears — a protection from wind, but also
something of an antidote to the sound — she is questioned about her practice and asked to remove them.
Lemonade tells a story of xenophobia and power
imbalance. It is the kind of tragedy that inspires pain instead of tears. It shows a flawed system from the inside,
where a woman is taught that she and her son do not belong in the country she left her own to come to. It hurts to
watch her be mistreated and probingly questioned while
any emotional response from her is immediately met
with judgment.
The intrusiveness of the film, starting with a plainly
shot doctor’s appointment, is an effective evocation of
the sensations Mara experiences. Kindnesses are amplified by the overabundant cruelty. The cruelty is louder
than humanity should allow.

amón Salazar’s Sunday’s Illness, a Netflix release, can be praised for its appearance. The
film is gorgeous with its warm tones of opulence
and visuals of the cold outdoors, but it takes too long to
get where it is going. The story explores the estranged
relationship of a mother and the daughter she abandoned, taking its time in showing the brief rekindling,
which came by the daughter’s request.
There is no master plan, though it seems at every
point as if there is some sort of overarching set of machinations in place by Chiara, as she lies to her mother Anabel or takes her to town, trying to make the latter feel bad
for the abandonment. Instead, the film goes from moment to moment like a set of photos on a slide projector,
unconnected, separated by loud, piercing clicks.
The biggest complaint about the contemplative Sunday’s Illness is its runtime. At nearly every turn, there is
some pause, hesitation or extension of time that unnecessarily lengthens the proceedings. The film feels
stretched to the edges, threatening boredom with its excessive waiting periods.
Even the catharsis feels muted, but there, the runtime
is not the only factor. Salazar created something strange,
possibly mythical.
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Science & Technology
Private aerospace industry blasts off with help from Amazon
SHARON LU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Following the footsteps of Elon
Musk and SpaceX, Amazon.com
founder Jeff Bezos is starting his
own reusable rocket-launch system, the New Shepard. The newly
founded aerospace industry established in 2000, Blue Origin LLC,
is a private aerospace industry
under Bezos. It develops technology to enable private human access into space with future plans
to dramatically lower costs and
increase reliability.
Blue Origin's motto, “Gradatim Ferociter,” is Latin for “Step by
step, ferociously.” Bezos is taking
step-by-step methods in aerospace
technology for future space travel
and possibly space tourism.
The name, New Shepard, derives from the name of the first
American in space, Alan Shepard.
Testing for this capsule shuttle began in early 2015 near the western
deserts of Texas. On nearly every
one of the test flights since 2015,
the vehicle has never had a human
passenger but has flown more than
60 miles into space and achieved
a top speed of almost 2,200 miles
per hour.
New Shepard is not only a reusable rocket; it carries a space capsule large enough to be equipped
with a dummy and has equipment
to conduct a variety of scientific
experiments.
The spacecraft successfully
launched to the edge of space on
its eighth trial run on April 29, 2018.
The altitude peak of the spacecraft
was 66 miles. Bezos commented on

Twitter that the spacecraft hit “the
altitude we have been targeting for
operations.”
Although the launch was successful, there were some issues the
morning of the launch like numerous delays due to thunderstorms.
The launch was delayed by several
hours in the western Texas desert
just until after 12 p.m. CDT.
The crew capsule had only one
passenger on board, a mannequin
dummy called “Mannequin Skywalker,” which is a play on the name
of the famous Star Wars character,
Anakin Skywalker.
After the success of the launch,
Bezos was asked about the goals
for the private aerospace industry
and its relationship to Amazon. The
private aerospace industry is also a
commercial space company.
After testing the system, the goal
is to launch paying passengers on
suborbital flights — something
Bezos dubs “space tourism” — in
upcoming months.
The spacecraft reached an altitude of approximately 350,000
feet from the ground, a total of 5
percent higher than the previous
New Shepard trial launches. This
sent the reusable rocket beyond the
Kármán Line, the internationally
accepted boundary between the
Earth’s atmosphere and space.
However, Bezos is not completely satisfied with the test results just
yet. The goal, he says, is to “push
the system just a little bit harder
and a bit higher.” The blastoff was
delayed three and a half hours from
its initial release time, but the liftoff
finally came at 12:06 p.m. CDT in
western Texas.
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The age of privately funded space travel shoots oﬀ with Amazon founder Jeﬀ Bezos, who launched reusable rocket New Shepard.
The "Blue" in “Blue Origin”
is Bezos’ reference to Earth, the
characteristically blue planet as
seen from space.
The second part of the name refers to how his commercial shuttle
company does not aim for space
exploration but acts as a commercialized service that pays pas-

sengers to view space beyond the
Earth’s atmosphere. Since reuse
of the capsule and rocket booster
is possible, passenger-carrying
spaceflight is expected to begin in
late 2018, according to Blue Origin's rocket engine BE-4 qualification tests proposed by NASA.
Blue Origin’s future plans for its

commercial rockets are slightly different from Musk’s SpaceX goals
with Falcon Heavy, since Musk’s
rockets are launching commercial
satellites and cargo to the International Space Station while Blue Origin’s New Shepard is designed to
launch human passengers to visit
space by the end of this year.

Friends share something even deeper than secrets: brain waves
BY ALI HUSSAIN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
A recent study published in
Nature Communications reveals
that friends tend to have similar
brain wave patterns. It was already known that friends who are
similar tend to gravitate toward
one another.
Besides the common phrase
“birds of a feather flock together,”
there is a scientific term for this
phenomenon: homophily. Humans tend to have an affinity toward people of similar age, gender,
ethnicity, economic background,
religion, education level and even
handgrip strength, which scientists
knew about for a while.
But scientists are unsure why
this happened. A group of researchers led by Dr. Carolyn Parkinson of
the University of California, Los
Angeles, set out to learn why.
The group conducted the study
by first isolating a class of 279
graduate students from an unnamed university. These students
were asked to report who they were
friends with in order to draw up a
social network illustrating varying
levels of connectivity.
The students were then asked if
they would like to participate in a
brain-scanning study. Of the original 279, 42 people agreed. These
students were then placed in a
fMRI machine to track their blood
flow as they watched a set of videos. This set of videos ranged from
music videos to mockumentaries
to comedy clips to weddings to an
astronaut demonstrating the effect
of low gravity on water. The results
of the fMRI scans were then compared to the results of the first survey of connectivity.
The study found that blood in
the brains of people watching the
videos flowed in a similar way as it
did in the brains of their friends, in-
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The roots of friendships are even more remarkable than previously imagined, with friends exhibiting similar brain wave patterns in response to watching the same videos.
dicating the same neural pathway.
This was significant, even when
accounting for other aspects that
might have influenced their neural
pathway such as religion, ethnicity and family income. This meant
that they had less social distance
between one another.
The researchers specifically isolated two particular brain regions
that were good indicators of social
connectivity. The first was the nucleus accumbens, one of the areas
of the brain responsible for activating its reward system. The second
was the superior parietal lobule,
which is the area of the brain associated with allocation of attention
to the external environment.

Using the results, Parkinson and
her fellow researchers developed
an algorithm to predict the level of
social connectivity the dyad — the
two brain parts — would exhibit
based on the results of their fMRIs. This algorithm proved to work
beyond the threshold of chance.
Though this was a conclusive study
that proved friends tend to have
similar brain waves, it still did not
specify what these brain waves actually conveyed.
Regardless, the researchers
wondered what the results would
be if they had done their study
backward. They would scan the students watching the videos before
the semester even began, imply-

ing they did not know one another
yet. The researchers expected to see
that the people who showed similar
results on their fMRI scans would
then become close friends.
In response to the study, Jayne
Chen, a Baruch College freshman pursuing a major in political
science, said she was not exactly
surprised because “Studies on old
couples show that the longer that
they are together, the more [they]
begin to think like [their significant
others], speak like them, mirror
their actions.” She mentioned that
peoples’ surroundings and experiences shape them and that their
friends are another part of that.
This study comes alongside a

wave of research on friendship.
Recent research has suggested that
friendship has a poisonous effect
on the human body and mind, at
least as bad obesity, hypertension,
unemployment, lack of exercise
and smoking cigarettes have on human health and development.
Other research indicates that
people with strong social ties tend
to have lower fibrinogen levels. Fibrinogen is a protein that causes a
kind of chronic inflammation seen
at the advent of many diseases.
Though the results seem nebulous at best, research is still being
conducted on this topic, shedding
even more light on the important
world of social interaction.
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Sports
Men's tennis vies for NCAA berth,
baseball and softball playoffs begin
BY MATTEO FLAMIO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
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Lewis Hamilton seized the opportunity to pass Sebastian Vettel to win in Azerbaijan.

Lewis Hamilton speeds
past competition in the
Formula One title race
BY DONALD SOUDEN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The 2018 FIA Formula One
World Championship took place
in Azerbaijan on April 29 in the
streets of capital Baku. The race
was filled with storylines, which
began on the initial turn of the
race. Going into turn two, McLaren
F1’s Fernando Alonso got two tire
punctures after making contact
with Williams’ Sergey Sirotkin, who
was sandwiched between Alonso
and Renault’s Carlos Sainz Jr.
Going into turn 3, Scuderia
Ferrari’s Kimi Räikkönen crashed
into Force India’s Esteban Ocon,
causing Ocon to retire the car. Renault’s Nico Hülkenberg also got a
tire puncture and ended up having
to retire his car.
After the first safety car, Red
Bull Racing teammates Max Verstappen and Daniel Ricciardo
were battling and made contact
multiple times.
This foreshadowed the incident that happened later on
in the race. After the two racers
made pit stops, Verstappen was
ahead of Ricciardo. Ricciardo was
clearly the faster driver, but as he
approached Verstappen, the two
teammates crashed into each
other. Red Bull, once again, threw
away a great finish by retiring both
of its cars. Christian Horner, the
team principal of Red Bull Racing,
seemed furious at both of the drivers after the race.
Under the second safety car,
both Ferrari’s Sebastian Vettel and
Mercedes-AMG Petronas’ Valtteri
Bottas pitted onto new tires. Additionally, Romain Grosjean of Haas
F1 somehow crashed into the wall
all by himself. He was weaving left
and right to get heat into his tires,
and seemed to have lost control of
the car as he went straight into the
wall. It was a very disappointing
result for the Frenchman because
he started at 20th and made his
way up into eighth place.
When the race restarted with
three laps to go, Vettel dove into
the inside of race leader Bottas and
locked up his tires. He ended up
losing three places, and it ended
his chances of winning the Grand

Prix. Moments later, Bottas drove
over a piece of metal on the track
and punctured his left rear tire.
This caused him to retire the car
after leading the race. Some people have now questioned the quality of the marshals because the debris should have been cleaned up
during the safety car.
After all of that, Mercedes’
Lewis Hamilton took the lead of
the race and the championship.
Sahara Force India F1 Team driver
Sergio Pérez also passed Vettel at
the end to get onto the podium.
This result makes Pérez the
most accomplished Mexican Formula One driver in history. Hamilton finished in first place, Räikkönen finished in second place
and Pérez finished in third place.
Vettel barely missed out on a podium in fourth place. Sainz Jr. finished in fifth, just ahead of driver
of the weekend Charles Leclerc,
who brought the Alfa Romeo Sauber F1 Team to a very impressive
sixth place.
Alonso, despite being on two
wheels to start the race, came
home in seventh place, as his fellow teammate Stoffel Vandoorne
came home in ninth. Lance Stroll
and Brendon Hartley came home
in eighth and 10th respectively.
Hamilton leads the Drivers'
World Championship with 70
points. His rival, Vettel, is his only
competition, as he has 66 points.
Räikkönen is the best of the rest, as
he sits in third place at 48 points.
The Constructors' World Championship is the most shocking of all.
It has become a two-team battle
between Ferrari and Mercedes.
Ferrari has 114 points, and Mercedes is right behind with 110.
The big controversy is that Red
Bull only has 55 points. Despite
being seemingly close to the other two teams on track, reliability
problems and Verstappen’s crashes have caused the team to only
have half of the amount of points
that Mercedes has.
Formula One will go on to the
Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya in
Spain for its next week. Lots of car
upgrades and changes are expected, as this is the start of the European segment of the race calendar.

The Baruch College men’s tennis team recently played its match
in the CUNY Athletic Conference
Playoff Tournament against Brooklyn College, where they won 5-0.
Baruch was the No. 1 seed in
CUNYAC and gave a first round
bye, putting it straight into the
semifinal match during which it
played host to Brooklyn College.
In the match, Baruch swept
the doubles matches, winning
all three and completing the 5-0
shutout with two singles victories by Michael Dozortsev and
Jeremy Berman.
With this win, the team looks
forward to a matchup with Hunter
College in the final on May 3. This
is the Bearcats’ eighth straight appearance in the title match, and
they are looking for their third
straight CUNYAC Tournament
first place.
The winner of the match will
go on to represent CUNYAC in the
NCAA Division III Tournament.
Besides the playoffs, the CUNY
Athletic Conference has announced the top award winners
and all-stars for the 2018 season.
Baruch was able to bring home
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The tennis team hopes to represent a talented CUNYAC in the NCAA tournament.
some big awards.
Senior Marco Gobbato was
named the CUNYAC player of the
year. He was 11-2 in all of singles
this year, while being 7-0 at No. 2
and 9-3 in doubles. Just after his
first year as Baruch’s head coach,
Gregory Wyzykowski received
coach of the year. He led the team
to a 10-4 overall record, with a record of 6-0 inside of CUNYAC.
The awards did not end there.
Junior Leonard Margolis was
named First Team All-Star and AllSportsmanship Team. Junior Lewis Pena and sophomore Michael
Dozortsev were both named the
Second Team All-Stars.
This year has been great for
the Bearcats, and they hope to
bring home a fourth straight
CUNYAC title.

Baruch’s men’s baseball team
and women’s softball teams have
finished their regular seasons and
now look forward to their playoffs
in the CUNYAC Tournament.
The baseball team’s first playoff game is May 3 against the City
College of New York, where they
hope to fight toward the CUNYAC
Championship.
If Baruch is able to win its game
against CCNY, then the Bearcats
will play against the College of
Staten Island immediately afterward at 6 pm.
The softball team’s game is May
4 against the College of Staten Island at 11 am. Baruch hopes that
the Bearcats can put up a fight
against the No. 1 seed in the tournament and be able to pull off an
upset toward the championship.

Barkley in a ‘New York State of Mind’
after Giants draft him with second pick
BY GEORGES HUBERT
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The New York Giants, a team
bereft of playmakers, entered this
draft with many holes to plug. They
had six picks to try and fill.
Their first and most controversial pick was the No. 2 overall pick,
with which the Giants selected
Penn State running back Saquon
Barkley instead of trading for more
picks, grabbing a defensive stud
like Bradley Chubb or selecting
one of the four highly regarded
quarterbacks still on the board.
It is still too early to know
whether general manager Dave
Gettleman had a great first draft
with the team or a horrendous one,
but fans can try and speculate how
these players will fit into the Giants’ scheme.
Barkley is a flashy running back
who most scouts agree is one of the
most talented prospects to come
out of college since Adrian Peterson.
However, there are problems
inherent to the position he plays.
The running back career span is
notoriously short, yet Barkley’s
rookie contract will immediately
make him the third highest-paid
running back in the NFL, and his
$31 million guaranteed will be the
second all-time highest for a running back.
This statistic speaks to the volatility of the position. It also boggles
some fans’ minds that Gettleman
did not trade the pick, especially
since there were known teams
desperate for a QB and Sam Darnold was still on the board. This
is a glitzy boom-or-bust pick for
the Giants.
In an amazing stroke of luck,
the Giants managed to have guard
Will Hernandez fall into their lap
at pick No. 34. Compared to the
Giants’ first pick, this was a nobrainer. The fact that Hernandez
even fell out of the first round is a
head-scratcher.
He was an excellent run blocking guard at the University of Texas
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Saquon Barkley brings another level of talent to the Giants' stagnant oﬀense.
at El Paso and fills a position of
need for the Giants as a day-one
starter. Hernandez is an absolute
mauler in the trenches and is the
perfect complement to the Barkley
pick for the Giants.
The next pick the Giants made
in the third round was linebacker
Lorenzo Carter from the University of Georgia. Carter is a physical
specimen and a perfect fit into the
Giants’ new 3-4 defensive scheme
as an edge rushing linebacker.
However, he is without a doubt
a project.
His lack of college production
should be telling; he will need a lot
of coaching at the next level. Carter
has a high ceiling and a low floor
— it is up to the Giant’s coach-

ing staff to make sure he reaches
that ceiling.
The next three picks were defensive tackles B.J. Hill and R.J.
McIntosh from North Carolina
State University and the University
of Miami respectively, along with a
quarterback in Kyle Lauletta from
the University of Richmond. While
the defensive tackle picks make
sense as they add depth to the Giants’ new defense, the quarterback
grab seems out of place.
It may just be competition fodder for backup QB Davis Webb, last
year’s quarterback pick. This draft
class for the Giants is an interesting one, but fans will not know if
Gettleman won the draft or lost it
until well into the 2018-19 season.
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A Tale of Two Boroughs:
Mets fall back to reality, Yankees ride lineup into hot streak
BY MATTEO FLAMIO
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After their strong start to the season, the
New York Mets came back down to earth.
Since the nine-game winning streak they
were able to put together, the Mets have not
won consecutive games. In the four series
they played in, they have only been able to
win one: their most recent series against the
San Diego Padres. During that match, they
won two out of the three games.
The most recent issue was the injury to
their struggling slugger, Yoenis Céspedes,
who injured his thumb while sliding into
third base in their 14-2 victory. He has finally started to heat up this past week, batting
.381 with two home runs and seven RBIs. His
overall statistic line is up to .233 batting average with six home runs and 25 RBIs. He is
still striking out at a very high rate, which is
something he hopes to change soon.
Another issue for the Mets has been their
starting rotation. This is supposed to be the
work horse and the part of the team that will
lead them through the season, but outside of
their 1-2 punch of Jacob deGrom and Noah
Syndergaard, there have been many poor
performances.
This began with the move to put Matt
Harvey into the bullpen, followed by Jason
Vargas making his season debut after an injury suffered in spring training.
But he only lasted 3.2 innings, while giving up nine runs on nine hits and walking
three while striking out five. The Mets signed
Vargas with the hope that he would be a
back end of the rotation guy who could

make solid starts for them when other pitches are struggling.
During the previous week, the Mets have
had some very good games and some very
bad games. Three of their wins came via
extra innings. Their first extra inning win
came against the Atlanta Braves on the road.
Céspedes was having a very bad day at the
plate, going 0-4 with four strikeouts. But he
came up in the top of the 12th with a chance
to give the Mets the lead with a runner on
second, and he did just that. The Mets went
on to win 5-3, and everybody erased the four
strikeouts from Céspedes after he was able
to come up with the clutch hit.
Someone who has been performing as
poorly as Céspedes has been Jay Bruce.
Bruce went into the game against the St.
Louis Cardinals only hitting .194, but he had
a hot day going 3-5, with an RBI triple and
the go-ahead homerun in the top of the 10th
inning to give the Mets a 6-5 win. Since that
game, Bruce has been on a hot streak. In his
previous seven games, he has been hitting
.429 with a home run and four RBIs, with his
batting average increasing to .250.
The Mets are hoping that this season is
not the same story as their previous seasons,
where they started off their season scorching
and then quickly slowed down due to injury
and shaky play. If they are able to keep deGrom and Syndergaard healthy and get their
main sluggers to start to heat up, then this
team can make a very strong push in the National League.
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The New York Yankees turned their season around during the week of April 21 to
April 29, reversing their early misfortunes
with a 9-game winning streak, before losing
to the Houston Astros and marching behind
the Red Sox in the American League East.
The biggest news of the week, however,
was the promotion of Gleyber Torres, the
Yankees' top prospect and the No. 5 prospect
in all of baseball.
Torres took over at second base after the
Yankees demoted Tyler Wade to Triple-A
Scranton. Torres has been hitting .323 in his
everyday role as the starting second basemen, since being called up to the majors.
The Yankees' hot week has been due to
very good starting pitching and the shutdown bullpen that they very much hoped for
this season. Their ace, Luis Severino, is continuing to carve up lineups and veteran C.C.
Sabathia is continuing to reinvent himself
after many poor seasons. Sabathia missed a
start earlier in the season with hip soreness,
but when he came back, he dominated.
In his last start against the Los Angeles
Angels, he threw 7 innings, giving up one
earned run and only five hits in the victory. His season stats so far are 2-0 with a 1.71
ERA over 26.1 innings.
This kind of production from Sabathia is
what the Yankees were hoping for when he
resigned with the team this offseason.
The bullpen is finally starting to be what
everyone expected it to be. The team received constant production this year out of

their closer Aroldis Chapman, but they are
also getting help from another lefty in the
bullpen. Chasen Shreve has been killing it
out of the pen for the team this year, posting
a 0.79 ERA with 16 strikeouts in 11.1 innings.
He has quietly put his name on the map
for manager Aaron Boone, and Boone has
trusted him in some important situations
this year.
Didi Gregorius has had the best start to
his career this year, and it is clear in this previous week. He hit .357 with four home runs
and 10 RBIs. With this stat line, he was able
to bring home the American League Player
of the Week honors, which is the first time he
has received it in his career.
Gregorius has been the anchor in the
Yankees lineup this year. His most memorable moment from that week came in their
extra inning game against the Angels, where
he hit the go-ahead home run in the top of
the 10th inning to give the Yankees the win.
The Yanks are also beginning to get production out of Giancarlo Stanton. In his past
week, he has also hit .357 with one home run
and three RBIs. The power numbers are still
not where they are expected but as time goes
on, that is definitely subject to change.
The Yankees are receiving help from
every part of their team and are still expecting some players to return from injury in the
next coming weeks, giving them more depth
to add to the team. The team has been clicking on all cylinders and hope to continue
riding their very hot streak.

You cannot stop LeBron James; you can only hope to contain him
BY SALVATORE GAGLIARDI
COPY EDITOR
The NBA’s second week of playoff basketball included a new alltime playoff record: 395 steals.
It was set on April 29 by LeBron
James, eclipsing Chicago great Scottie Pippen, and helped extend, at
least for one more series, LeBron’s
reign over the Eastern Conference.
Meanwhile out west, the Golden
State Warriors got two-time MVP
Stephen Curry back from a knee
injury and are slowly rounding into
defending-championship form.
No pundit will ever credit LeBron as an all-time great defender.
However, the sheer amount of
playoff games LeBron has amassed
throughout his 15-year career allow him to continue to collect a
new record, seemingly every week.
After the conclusion of a grueling,
hard-fought 7-game series, the losing Indiana Pacers could make a
rather reasonable argument that
they were the better team.
Yet LeBron’s sheer dominance
carried the Cavs to victory, like he
has never been expected to do before, even during his first stint in
Cleveland.
If other members of the Cavaliers do not elevate their game like
Tristan Thompson or George Hill
did during Game 7, the Toronto
Raptors will make quick work of the
Cavs in a second-round matchup.
Toronto, after losing their two
road games in Washington, D.C.,
to tie the series, regained top-seed
form and put away the Washington
Wizards in 6 games.
Amid a hostile environment after closing out Washington, D.C.
in game 6, the most positive sign
moving forward for the Raptors
was their two best players, DeMar DeRozan and Kyle Lowry,
who shrunk once again during the
game’s biggest moments.
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LeBron James has not been eliminated in the ﬁrst round of the playoﬀs, moving on to the second round after Game 7 heroics.
However, this time the Raptors still completed an impressive fourth-quarter comeback
propelled by the best regular-season bench unit, to eliminate the
Wizards.
Even though the Raptors’
bench has improved dramatically, if the Raptors are ever going
to overcome the ghost of playoffs
past — especially against the Cavs
— their two biggest stars DeRozan and Lowry will finally have
to perform when the lights shine
their brightest.
That is exactly what did not
happen during the Cavs 113-112
Game 1 overtime victory on May
1. The Raptors played a great three
quarters but could never distance
themselves from LeBron.It seemed
as if he may once again will his
Cavaliers to victory in the fourth
quarter.
However, it was LeBron’s teammates who won the game for the
Cavs. LeBron would go on to shoot
a miserable 2-15 in both the fourth
quarter and overtime period, but it
was J.R. Smith and Kyle Korver that
hit big threes all night and timely
shots in the fourth quarter.

The Raptors, once again, shrunk
in the big moments. They missed
their last 11 shots in regulation, and
allowed the Cavaliers to win the
overtime period without a single
point from LeBron.
The Raptors missed their chance
and should not count on LeBron’s
struggles to continue. The Cavaliers
should win the series in six games.
The first round’s only other
Game 7 game came courtesy of
the Boston Celtics and Milwaukee
Bucks series that took place Saturday, April 28. As expected, the series was tightly contested.
The Milwaukee team and its biggest star Giannis Antetokounmpo,
still both very young, have not
solved the riddle of winning a playoff game on the road.
The Celtics, led by their young
but brilliant head coach, Brad Stevens, pestered the Bucks with great
team defense all series and now
move on to face an even younger
team, the Philadelphia 76ers. Expect the marginal age difference to
play a pivotal factor in this series.
The 76ers and their process have
come to age much more quickly
than most expected, and they

handily beat a respectable Miami
Heat team in the first round. However, as the rounds proceed the
pressure builds.
The Celtics’ core comes into the
second-round matchup young but
with previous playoff experience,
and it showed April 30 in Game 1.
Even without their best defensive
player, Jaylen Brown, the Celtics
managed to survive behind veterans Terry Rozier and Al Horford
who scored 29 and 26 respectively,
with support from Marcus Smart in
the form of nine assists.
The Celtics controlled the game
from the opening tip to the final
buzz, winning 117-101. The Sixers
will play much better moving forward, but home-court will be important.
Transitioning to the West half
of the playoff bracket, this conference’s young guns have finally
faced some playoff adversity.
At the hands of one of the tournament's most playoff experienced
teams, the Warriors, the New Orleans Pelicans and their 25-yearold superstar, Anthony Davis,
received a much-needed playoff
wake-up call.

The Pelicans lost 123-102 and
collapsed in the games second
quarter, during which they were
outscored by 20 points, a deficit no
team can hope to recover from at
Oracle Arena. On May 1, the teams
reconvened for Game 2, and the
Pelicans performed much more
valiantly, but still lost 121-116.
Curry returned from a knee
sprain to chip in 28 points while
off the bench, including five threepointers. Reminding the Warriors
of his season-altering presence, he
finished the game with an astounding plus-26 in point differential
during the minutes he played.
If Curry stays healthy, this series has the makeup of a five-game
series.
The Warriors will be overconfident and sloppy for their standards
in Game 3 and lose, but they will return to form and win games 4 and
5 easily, setting up a Conference
Final’s matchup with either the
Houston Rockets or Utah Jazz.
The Rockets, having put away
the Minnesota Timberwolves in a
five-game, first-round series victory, made easy work of their first
second-round game against rookie-of-the-year-candidate
Donovan Mitchell and his Jazz squad.
Mitchell, coming off an impressive
first-round series victory over the
Oklahoma Thunder, appeared tired
in Game 1.
He scored only 21 points and
shot 1-7 from three-point range.
The Rockets blitzed the Jazz from
the opening tip, and they never recovered. James Harden, the likely
league MVP, scored an easy 41
points while canning seven of 12
three-point attempts.
The Jazz should play much better in Game 2. The Jazz will make
this a competitive series, but as
long as Harden continues to perform as expected, the Rockets will
advance in six games.
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The Caps have proven that they are up to the challenge of facing oﬀ against the defending champs, winning games early in the series. They hope to make their ﬁrst cup appearance in the Alexander Ovechkin era.

Ovi and the Caps jump out ahead of the Penguins in round 2
BY FELIX MALAMUD
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Week 3 of the Stanley Cup Playoffs saw the last first-round matchups wrap up and the second round
get underway.
April 23 featured two matchups,
with teams looking to force a decisive Game 7. The Boston Bruins
and Toronto Maple Leafs squared
off in Game 6 of their series, with
the Leafs looking to force a Game
7 back in Boston. The Bruins’ Jake
DeBrusk opened the scoring 1:02
into the second period, but the
Leafs’ William Nylander responded
35 seconds later.
Mitchell Marner gave Toronto
a 2-1 lead late in the frame, setting
up a crucial third period. In that
third period, Toronto’s Frederik
Andersen shut the door in goal,
making numerous timely saves to
keep his team in front. Tomás Plekanec scored an empty-netter with
74 seconds left in regulation to seal
Toronto’s 3-1 victory. The series indeed headed back to Boston for a
win-or-go-home seventh game.
The Washington Capitals looked
to close their series against the Columbus Blue Jackets with the shifting back to Columbus for Game
6. The game was close midway
through, with the score tied at 1.
But then, Washington took over. Alexander Ovechkin scored twice late
in the frame to give his Caps a 3-1
lead heading into the third.
They would not relinquish their
lead after that, as they matched every Blue Jackets’ push for a comeback. The Capitals proved to be too
much in that third period, as they
scored three times to secure a 6-3
victory. After falling behind 0-2 in
the series, Washington won four
straight to move on to a third consecutive second-round matchup
against the Pittsburgh Penguins.
April 25 saw the final first-round
game take place. The Bruins and
Maple Leafs were back in Boston
for an all-or-nothing Game 7. The

atmosphere was electric and the
play on the ice was intense. The
Bruins jumped out to a 3-2 lead in
the first period, but the Leafs responded with two goals in the second period. Toronto was unable to
sustain their advantage in the third
period, as Boston’s offensive attack was the deciding factor. They
scored four times in the final period
to win 7-4 and take this incredible
first-round series in seven games.
Five Bruins had multiple points in
Game 7, including DeBrusk scoring
twice, and Patrice Bergeron adding
three points. Boston will face the
Tampa Bay Lightning in the second
round.
April 26 saw the start of the
second round with two opening
matchups. The Capitals and Penguins opened their series in Washington, the third straight year these
two teams met in such an occasion.
The Caps got off to a fast start, with
Evgeny Kuznetsov scoring 17 seconds into the game. Braden Holtby
was strong in goal for Washington
and helped keep his team ahead.
It was not until 28 seconds into the
third period that another goal was
scored, this time by Ovechkin. A 2-0
deficit did not bother Pittsburgh, as
they turned the jets on in crunch
time. Patric Hörnqvist scored twoand-a-half minutes after Ovechkin’s goal to cut the lead to 2-1.
A little over two minutes later,
Sidney Crosby tied the game at 2.
Two-and-a-half minutes after that,
Jake Guentzel gave Pittsburgh a 3-2
lead. Pittsburgh’s Matt Murray was
sharp in goal, making 32 saves in
the game and keeping his team in
front in that third period. The Penguins took Game 1 by a score of 3-2.
The Vegas Golden Knights
marched, with plenty of momentum, into their second-round
matchup against the San Jose
Sharks. Both teams entered the
game undefeated in the playoffs, each coming off a first-round
sweep. But Vegas had its way
against San Jose that night, as sev-

en different players found the back
of the net. Jonathan Marchessault,
William Karlsson and Reilly Smith
each tallied three points. MarcAndré Fleury made 33 saves and
recorded his third shutout in five
games. The Golden Knights took
Game 1 by a score of 7-0.
On April 27, the Nashville Predators and Winnipeg Jets opened
up their second-round series. The
Predators and Jets were the two
best regular season teams based
on total points. Nashville, the home
team, dominated the game from
the very beginning, attacking Winnipeg’s defense and getting plenty
of pucks to the net. But the team
was unable to generate goals from
those numerous scoring chances,
thanks to the Herculean performance of Jets goaltender Connor
Hellebuyck. Winnipeg, on the other
hand, took advantage of their opportunities.
They jumped out to a 3-0 lead
late in the second period, with
goals from Brandon Tanev, Paul
Stastny and Mark Scheifele. The
Predators, however, had a 36-16
shot advantage. The third period
saw more of the same, except the
Predators finally got on the board
1:23 into the frame. Kevin Fiala
broke up Hellebuyck’s shutout bid,
and got Nashville back in the game.
But Hellebuyck stopped every shot
afterward, and Scheifele iced the
game with an empty-net goal, his
second tally of the game. Hellebuyck made 47 saves in net, leading
the Jets to a road Game 1 victory by
a score of 4-1.
On April 28, the Lightning and
Bruins opened up their series,
and the Sharks looked to get even
against the Golden Knights. The
Lightning and Bruins had the two
best regular season records in the
Eastern Conference, separated
by just one point in the standings.
Tampa Bay got plenty of rest after
cruising past the New Jersey Devils in five games, while Boston just
came off a seven-game bloodbath

with the Maple Leafs. The Bruins
opened the scoring with less than
three minutes to go in the first period, thanks to Rick Nash’s power
play tally. Both teams scored two
goals apiece in the second period,
with Bergeron and Nash for Boston, and Dan Girardi and Mikhail
Sergachev for Tampa Bay. With a
3-2 lead entering the third period,
the Bruins took the game over. Brad
Marchand, Patrice Bergeron, and
DeBrusk each tallied goals in that
frame, while Tuukka Rask continued his fine play in net. Behind 34
saves from Rask, two goals apiece
from Nash and Bergeron, and four
points apiece from Marchand and
David Pastrnák, the Bruins took
Game 1 with a dominating 6-2 victory.
The Golden Knights, coming off
a 7-0 shellacking of the Sharks in
Game 1, looked to take complete
control in this series. They were
well on their way through the first
20 plus minutes of the game. Karlsson scored late in the first period
and early in the second period to
give Vegas a 2-0 lead. But San Jose
responded with an offensive storm
in that second period. They proceeded to score three times, twice
by Brent Burns and once by Logan
Couture, to take a 3-2 lead into the
third period.
The Golden Knights answered
back with a late goal from Nate
Schmidt to tie the game at 3. The
game went to overtime, where it
appeared Marchessault scored
late to win the game for Vegas.
However, the goal was called back
after video review for goaltender
interference. A second overtime
was required, during which the fortunes of the earlier no-goal turned
the other way. The Sharks drew a
hooking penalty on Vegas’ Jon Merrill, and on the ensuing power play,
Couture scored to win the game.
San Jose took Game 2 in double
overtime 4-3 to even the series at a
game apiece.
Sunday, April 29, saw the Capi-

tals and Predators look to get even
after dropping Game 1 in their respective series. The Capitals looked
to avenge a disappointing Game 1
against the Penguins, where they
let a 2-0 third-period lead get away
from them. Washington got off to
another fast start, scoring twice
in the first period. Ovechkin and
Jakub Vrána tallied goals to give the
Caps a 2-0 lead after one.
Brett Connolly scored for Washington in the second period to extend the lead to 3-0. The Penguins
would get a goal from Kris Letang to
cut the lead to 3-1 heading into the
third period. Despite a near goal
from Pittsburgh’s Hornqvist midway through the frame, which required video review to confirm, the
Caps shut the Penguins down defensively. Nicklas Bäckström scored
an empty-netter late in the third and
Holtby was strong in net, making 32
saves. The Capitals evened the series with a huge 4-1 victory.
The Predators looked to even
things up against the Jets after they
were shut down by Hellebuyck, the
one-man wrecking crew. Ryan Johansen got Nashville off to a great
start, scoring 27 seconds into the
game. But Winnipeg responded
with two goals late in the first from
Dustin Byfuglien and Scheifele.
Nashville regained the lead in the
second period with two goals of
their own, courtesy of P.K. Subban
and Viktor Arvidsson.
That set up a wild third period,
which the Predators entered up
3-2. Christopher Tanev tied the
game at 3 just over five minutes in,
but Johansen gave the Preds the
lead right back 34 seconds later.
That 4-3 lead would hold up
until the final minute of regulation. Scheifele tied the game at 4
with Hellebuyck pulled for an extra attacker. The game would need
double overtime, during which
Nashville’s Fiala scored the gamewinner. The Predators’ 5-4 doubleovertime victory evened up the series at a game apiece.
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Football fans left stunned in wake of turbulent 2018 NFL Draft
BY RAY MAURER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Now that the NFL draft has
concluded, we have a much clearer image of how teams will look
headed into next season. It was an
exciting draft, with six trades in the
first round on April 26. The excitement continued through the next
two days as prospects heard their
names called one by one.
All in all, you cannot help but
feel happy for each prospect, as
each is overwhelmed with emotion
when their phones finally ring. The
2018 draft left us with many different storylines for each team. Here
are a few, as the 2019 NFL season
now officially begins.
The first overall pick was the best
kept secret in years. No one had any
idea who the pick was going to be,
including Mike Mayock, who predicted Sam Darnold would be that
pick moments before the draft.
However, the football world was
shocked that it was Baker Mayfield’
whose phone began buzzing while
the Cleveland Browns were on the
clock. Mayfield was very productive in college, a proven winner and
leader.
With Tyrod Taylor secured as
Cleveland’s QB, Mayfield will get an
opportunity to learn behind someone with similar size and playstyle
to him. Not being thrown in the fire
as the starter immediately should
be beneficial to his development.
The Browns arguably shocked
everyone again with their next pick
Denzel Ward, the fourth overall
selection. Even though Ward was
considered the best cornerback
in the draft, a lot of people were
stumped that they passed on Bradley Chubb, who some considered
the best player in the draft.
Although defensive end was
not necessarily a need, possessing multiple elite pass rushers is
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The Browns stunned fans and experts alike by drafting Baker Mayﬁeld and Denzel Ward ﬁrst and fourth overall, respectively.
never a bad thing and cornerback
could have been addressed in the
second round.
The New York Giants, the second overall pick, chose Saquon
Barkley as expected. Barkley is considered to be the best running back
draft prospect since Adrian Peterson, and should prove to be a franchise centerpiece for the Giants for
the foreseeable future.
Adding Barkley and some offensive weapons should help flip
the script fast for the Giants and get
them back into playoff contention
for 2018.
The New York Jets were elated
to find Sam Darnold fall into their
lap at No. 3. Darnold, whom many
considered the best QB prospect in
the draft, will attempt to become
the franchise QB for whom the Jets
have helplessly been searching
since Joe Namath. This pick alone

immediately makes the Jets big
winners in the 2018 draft, as they
look to compete for a wild-card
spot once again.
The Denver Broncos and Indianapolis Colts both flirted with trading down with one of the quarterback-needy teams.
However, once the Broncos realized Chubb and then Quenton
Nelson for the Colts would still be
available, they both stood pat and
selected them.
As for the rest of the first round,
there were a few great value picks
and some head-scratchers.
The Chicago Bears added
Roquan Smith to an up-and-coming defense that had been lacking
a leader since the retirement of
Brian Urlacher. Smith should prove
to be very similar in performance,
hopefully taking that defense to
another level.

The Champions League in review:
Liverpool — contenders or pretenders?

Tremaine Edmunds and Derwin James both had pre-draft buzz
of going in the top 10, but slid past
pick 15. The Buffalo Bills and Los
Angeles Chargers must have been
excited to get players of their caliber this low in the first round.
Edmunds will look to take Buffalo’s defense a step further as they
try to make it back to the playoffs
again. He has fantastic edge rushing ability and is only 19 years old.
James is the class’s best safety. He
will be asked to fill the void Eric
Weddle left in their secondary a few
years back. James is an established
leader and will really improve the
back end of their defense.
The Green Bay Packers also had
one of the best drafts, adding two
top corners in Jaire Alexander and
Josh Jackson with Kevin King in
their secondary.
Aaron Rodgers has been seeking

defensive help for a while, and this
year he might get some. The Carolina Panthers took the first receiver
off the board, namely D.J. Moore
from the University of Maryland,
getting Cam Newton a legitimate
receiving threat. Last but not least,
the Baltimore Ravens traded up to
No. 32 to take Lamar Jackson.
After an agonizing night of
waiting, Jackson finally got to hear
his name called with the last pick
in the first round. The most electric playmaker in this draft, he
can prove to be the best quarterback of them all within the right
system. The sky is the limit for
Jackson; the Ravens must take a
wait-and-see approach.
Not every pick sat well with the
fans, though. Mike McGlinchey
was a questionable pick at No. 9 to
San Francisco, as was Kolton Miller,
who went to the Oakland Raiders.
With Edmunds and James still
on the board, Oakland fans were
expecting to get a defensive stud.
Miller is a project at offensive tackle, and for Raiders’ nation, hopefully he pans out.
Leighton Vander Esch was a
surprise to all the Dallas Cowboy
fans in attendance. Soon after,
fans stormed out of the stadium
after Jerry Jones came up with that
pick. Vander Esch was a borderline
first-round prospect, but fans were
unhappy with Jones not going big
when they were the hosts of this
year’s draft.
Lastly, the Pittsburgh Steelers
taking Terrell Edmunds at No. 28
was the most shocking first-round
pick. Terrell had a third- or fourthround grade and was selected late
in the first round. That pick may
prove to be costly for a team who
needs a player or two immediately
to make a deep playoff run.
The NFL draft was the most
eventful draft in a while and certainly did not disappoint.

Yanks' early misfortune
reversed as lineup surges

BY DONALD SOUDEN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The week of April 23 marked the
start of the semifinals for both European competitions. A.S. Roma
traveled over to Anfield to take on
Liverpool F.C. in the first leg of its
fixture. L.F.C. player Alex OxladeChamberlain injured his leg in the
15th minute.
He will miss the remainder of
the season and also will not be able
to travel to Russia for the World
Cup with the English team. Professional Footballers' Association
Player of the Year Mohamed Salah
scored two goals before halftime
to give Liverpool a 2-0 lead. Goals
from Sadio Mané and Roberto Firmino in the second half gave Liverpool a 5-0 lead.
Unfortunately for the Reds,
Roma scored 2 late goals, to bring
the final score to 5-2. Roma will
still have a chance to go through to
the final on away goals in the final
leg back in Rome.
Real Madrid C.F. traveled to
the Allianz Arena to take on FC
Bayern Munich. Arjen Robben injured himself almost as soon as the
game began, having to be subbed
out within the first 10 minutes.
The team’s woes continued, as 25
minutes later Jérôme Boateng,
Bayern’s best defender, also got
injured and had to be subbed
off as well.
Even after both injuries, Bayern
took the lead with a goal by Joshua
Kimmich in the 28th minute, but
by games end, Bayern rued all of
the chances it missed.
A particularly poor game from
star striker Robert Lewandowski
meant that Bayern would miss
multiple goal scoring opportunities. Marcelo Vieira scored the first
goal for Real Madrid just before
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BY LIZ VOLAVKA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
WWW.TWITTER.COM

Liverpool overcame Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain's injury to crush Roma at home.
halftime to even the game at 1-1. At
halftime, Zinedine Zidane subbed
off Isco for Marco Asensio.
This change proved to be the
right decision, as Asensio scored
soon after he was brought in.
Keylor Navas, Real Madrid's
goalkeeper, also had a standout
performance. Real Madrid went
on to win the game 2-1, scoring
two away goals and taking the
advantage into the final leg back
in Madrid.
FC Red Bull Salzburg faced
Olympique de Marseille in France
for the first leg in their Europa
League fixture. An early goal from
Florian Thauvin, and a late goal
from Clinton N’jié meant that Marseille would win 2-0 at home.
Atlético Madrid took the trip to
North London to take on Arsenal
F.C. The Emirates was packed with
red and white shirts, as fans gathered around the club after long
serving manager Arsène Wenger
chose to step down at the end of

the season. He has been in charge
of Arsenal for 22 years and is looking to leave on a bright note by
winning the Europa League. Arsenal dominated the match. Ten
minutes in, the Atletico defender
Sime Vrsaljko received two yellow
cards and was sent off. Soon after,
the Madrid manager, Diego Simeone, was sent off due to a sideline
meltdown and was no longer allowed on the touchline.
Arsenal finally scored, after harassing Madrid defense for more
than a half, due to an Alexandre
Lacazette goal in the 61st minute. Unfortunately for the London
side, Antoine Griezmann scored in
the 82nd minute. This caused the
game to end 1-1 despite Arsenal
being the better side throughout
the whole game.
This was a missed opportunity
for Arsenal, as now they will have
to score an away goal in Madrid
in order to progress to the Europa
League Final.

After enduring a slow start to
the season, the bats have come
alive for the New York Yankees offense, and fans can attribute that
in part to the American League
player of the week Didi Gregorius,
while his fellow teammates finally
came into their own.
As a known consistent hitter,
it should not surprise fans that
Gregorius currently leads the
MLB with his .327 batting average. After his strong series against
the Minnesota Twins, it looks like
he is just beginning to heat up.
Prior to the final game against
the Twins, he was on a four-game
home run streak, and he picked
up right where he left off during
the April 27 game against the Los
Angeles Angels.
With teammates Giancarlo
Stanton and Aaron Judge in the
lineup, the No. 2 and No. 2 home
run leaders of 2017, it does come
as a surprise that Gregorius is the
Yankee home run leader and tied
for the MLB lead with the Angels’
Mike Trout. While no one is expecting him to continue these
numbers, he is on path to set a

career-high season total. In addition to Gregorius’s successes at
the plate, Stanton and Judge have
begun to show fans and critics why
this duo was so hyped before the
season began. Following a rocky
start for Stanton where he was batting a season low .167, going 0 for
7 against the Orioles, he is finally
adjusting well to his spot in the
Yankee’s linup.
Rough starts are nothing new
for Stanton, who started the 2017
season with three home runs and
19 strikeouts in his first 14 games,
only to finish the season with the
major-league leading 59 home
runs. Following Judge’s breakout
rookie year, his future focused
heavily on reducing the number of
strike-outs, specifically when the
count was at two strikes.
He finished the 2017 season
with the fourth-highest two-count
strikeout rate of 49.6 percent. Last
off-season has proven beneficial
to Judge as this number has been
knocked down to 41 percent, below the league average of 43 percent. If these hits and improvements continue for the Yanks’ roster, this could end up being a fun
season and month of October for
Yankee fans.
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Baruch Weekly
MAY 2018
MON

7
TUES

8
WED

9
THURS

10
FRI

11
SAT

12
SUN

13

SUDOKU SOLUTION:

ISSUE 10

NETWORKING GALA
5 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. | Library Building Room 750 | Free
KESHER EVENT
1:30 p.m. - 3 p.m. | NVC 2-125 | Free
ALPHA KAPPA PSI PRESENTS: AMNET PROFESSIONAL PANEL
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. | NVC 3-215 | Free
SWEAT FOR STF
12:40 p.m. - 2:20 p.m. | NVC 3-210 | Free
COINS X COFFEE
12:30 p.m. - 3 p.m. | NVC 3-215
BETA ALPHA PSI-ACCOUNTING WORKSHOPS
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. | NVC 3-240 | Free
ALPHA KAPPA PSI: BROTHERHOOD DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP SERIES
12:40 p.m. - 2:20 p.m. | NVC 3-120 | Free
INVESTING IN CHINA FROM THE OUTSIDE
12:30 p.m. - 2:20 p.m. | Library Building Room 750 | Free
ALPHA KAPPA PSI: BROTHERHOOD DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
SERIES
6 p.m. - 9 p.m. | NVC 3-120 | Free

HEARTBEAT OPERA SPRING FESTIVAL 2018: BEETHOVEN'S FIDELIO
8 p.m. | BPAC | Buy Tickets Online

HEARTBEAT OPERA SPRING FESTIVAL 2018: GALA DOUBLE BILL
3 p.m. | BPAC | Buy Tickets Online

CINDY HUANG | THE TICKER

*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

On-Campus Recruiting Workshop
Tuesday, May 8, 5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m., NVC 2-190
Get a jumpstart on your career by learning about the
on-campus recruiting program!

Bloomingdales

Job Search Boot Camp: Week 5
Wednesday, May 9, 2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m., NVC
2-190
Come to this workshop and learn how to incorporate
job search tools into your search!
Internship Seminar
Wednesday, May 2, 5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m., NVC 2-190
In this seminar, learn everything you need to know
about the many benefits of internships!

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK
CHECK OUT THE PEER TIP OF THE WEEK FROM SCDC’S PEERS
FOR CAREERS PROGRAM
"LinkedIn is a valuable resource! Make sure to customize
your profile picture, your headline and your summary to
receive maximum interest in your profile. You never know
who could be looking at your LinkedIn — maybe it will be
your next employer offering you your dream job!"

– Victoria Merlino, Peer for Careers

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

Merchant Internship Program
This 8-week paid Internship,
located at the Bloomingdale’s
division headquarters in NYC, is
designed to provide an overview
of the Buying and Planning functions and why specific merchandise is bought and distributed
for a premier retail department
store. This Internship provides
a unique opportunity to apply
classroom training to address opportunities and challenges faced
in our corporate offices through
and experiential learning environment, combining classroom
instruction and hands-on experience.

The Merchant Internship Program helps increase understanding of the importance of coordination between functional areas
to deliver the best business results and learning objectives are
coordinated with projects and
supervisory feedback to enhance
your understanding of business
responsibilities. Interns will be
expected to complete a group
project presented to management assisting in understanding
real world applications of business challenges through critical
thinking and analysis (ADD), and
an individual project specialized

to buying team summarizing the
8-week buying office experience.
Interns are expected to have
solid academic achievement and
ability to demonstrate strong
analytical skills, well-developed
communication, interpersonal
and time management skills,
ability to multi-task and prioritize projects, strong business
acumen and value on professional business ethics, ability to
succeed in a team environment,
and proficiency in MS Word and
MS Excel.
Starr Search ID: 114957

UNIVERSAL PROCESSING HEADQUARTERS
HR Intern (Paid)
Universal Processing Headquarters is seeking a creative and
energetic Human Resources Intern to join the team. Since 2003,
Universal Processing has dedicated ourselves to growing the
unique needs of small and medium-sized businesses by putting
people before profits. Within 15
years, we emerged as one of the
fastest growing payments companies in the U.S. The Human Resources Intern will directly assist
the Human Resources Generalist
with the full-cycle of recruitment
and onboarding/orientation.

This is a great opportunity to
work with a group of entrepreneurial, enthusiastic and highly
skilled professionals and learn
more about the HR field. Interns
are expected to support the fullcycle recruitment for all hiring
projects in New York City, create
well-written job descriptions by
conversing with hiring managers
about job duties, qualifications
and recruitment timeline, collect, organize and screen applications for open positions while
maintaining and managing an
accurate data entry into their

Applicant Tracking System, perform phone interviews for different positions, screen out unqualified candidates and schedule on-site interviews, prepare
training and welcome packages
for new hires, conduct new hire
onboarding, prepare monthly recruitment and talent acquisition
report, manage exits/off-boarding and conduct exit interviews
with terminating/resigning staff,
and assist in other personnel administrative tasks or projects.
Starr Search ID: 115184

